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Abstract 
This study was conducted with a phenomenological research methodology to gather 
learnings around the lived experience of adult professionals exposed to the dynamics of 
narcissistic abuse in the workplace. Six participants provided their narrated stories using an 
online survey composed with qualitative questions as well as virtual interviews. Their stories 
were focused on workplace experiences significantly relatable to the key characteristics of 
narcissistic abuse, for which participants were provided referential frameworks to guide their 
selective testimony to be included in this body of work.  
Participants described instances when they had to cope with toxic organizational 
environments driven by dynamics typical of narcissism, either from their direct managers as well 
as those embedded in the cultural fabric of routines and team interactions. The participants came 
into these experiences with a foundational knowledge of narcissistic abuse previously learned, 
which helped them in making decisions for how to navigate the situations on the job and 
ultimately prioritize their well-being.  
The participants’ stories were analyzed to find themes that could serve as baseline 
evidence of the existence of narcissistic abuse in the workplace such as ideological indications, 
structural conduits, and dissemination practices that can perpetuate the abuse and allow it to exist 
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Chapter One 
Introduction and Background of the Study 
“Who should the good man love more? Himself or others?” 
Aristotle, 350 B.C. 
In their book, “The narcissism epidemic. Living in the age of entitlement,” Twenge and 
Campbell (2009) intended to open a nationwide conversation by touching a cultural nerve 
regarding narcissism in America from a political/governmental point of view. Their stance on 
this topic provided a contemporary post-2008 recession perspective. The authors hoped for a 
resulting cultural change in America that would hopefully potentially lead to a “permanent 
transformation, with less debt and less materialism” (p. xi). The authors also offered alternative 
views for Americans to become a more evolved society drifting away from narcissistic 
tendencies. Their views on this issue resonate strongly with my own and the realization that 
narcissism exists, fundamentally ignored, in our routine lives. The alternatives proposed by 
Twenge and Campbell aim to help us reflect deeper in our intrinsic humanity: “where we want to 
go as a culture and who we want to be as people” and present us with an existential bifurcation: 
on the one hand,  the road of narcissism that signals “greed, self-centeredness, shallow 
relationships, vanity, social isolation, phony economics, bailouts, and blame,” and on the other, 
the opposite path we can follow in choosing to put more value in “the things that bring us joy 
without harming others such as close relationships, strong communities, hard work, and 
passions… and celebrate the personal freedom but also [self] responsibility” (p. xii.)  
The 2008 recession, and more recently the COVID-19 pandemic, have become historical 
references for the topic of narcissism, bringing the conversation to the forefront as citizens, 
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politicians, and experts from various fields contemplate with a critical lens the US response to 
such crisis affecting our society. Contemporary psychology has also been developing further 
research and deeper understanding of narcissism at the individual level focusing on this 
phenomenon as a personality disorder. For example, Freudian viewpoints examine narcissism in 
the context of human development starting as early as the infant stage (primary narcissism.) In 
simple words, Freud proposed that babies are convinced that the “world revolves around them, in 
the most exhilarating ways.” Towards adulthood, Freud studied the link between narcissism and 
love (Malkin, 2015,) and even pointed to “charismatic leaders and innovators as proof that 
individuals who feel special can bring tremendous good to the world.” Freud, however, warned 
his followers that those who are unable to outgrow their childhood fascination with themselves 
were prone to “vanity, serious mental illness, severing from reality, and turning into delusional 
megalomaniacs” (p. 17.)  
My Story Gave Me Purpose 
I navigated my first 33 years of life oblivious of the dangers of having been born in a 
narcissistic family which caused me to develop maladaptive coping behaviors that I carried well 
into my adulthood. At age 33, I began working with a therapist because something was wrong 
with my marriage and my job, and I could not formulate what that was. I remember laying on my 
therapist’s couch (like we see in the movies) paralyzed in fear and crying inconsolably not 
wanting the session to end. I did not want to go back home that night, but I also did not know 
where to go next. That was a waterline moment for me as my therapist looked at me in 
powerlessness and said: “On My God, Lindsay, you have completely lost your voice.” It took her 
5 seconds to hold up her mirror and ten years for me to find again the real reflection of myself. 
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The night of that session, I started researching: how does someone know they have lost their 
voice? One topic took me to the next, and then the next, until I eventually found myself 
consuming overwhelming amounts of content about narcissism. I kept researching tirelessly ever 
since to continue to educate myself and overcome the challenges that had lasting consequences 
in my personal life. The wealth of research also opened my curiosity towards understanding what 
places, situations and circumstances seem more conducive for narcissistic relationships, such as 
institutions and workplaces. I will be documenting my personal learnings throughout this 
dissertation as well as those newly obtained in the literature review section of this dissertation. 
For now, I would like to share the experiences that left me vulnerable as a result of my personal 
exposure to people with narcissistic tendencies from all walks of life: coworkers and managers, 
family members, intimate partners, professors and coaches, acquaintances, and offer a 
background as to why this topic is very important to me. It was not until I took deliberate actions 
to educate and heal myself that narcissism as personality disorder started to make rational sense 
to me, moreover that I had fallen victim of its devastating consequential output: narcissistic 
abuse. This new knowledge left me feeling both relieved and horrified, but I could finally find 
my voice and have language I could use to explain the experience of this type of abuse that goes 
dangerously denied, routinely enabled, and unnoticed. I could name the pattern, understand my 
role in the relationship, set appropriate boundaries, and eventually learn healthy ways to cope, 
disengage, and eventually leave. Beyond the struggle, this realization also brought me closer to 
my professional career in OD and change which always felt more of a calling than a job, and I 
found a new dimension for being an instrument of change could mean in my ability to “[rely] in 
large part on the level of awareness we have about the impact we make, and our ability to make 
choices to direct and modify that impact” (Curran, Seashore, & Welp, 1995, p.1.) It is now 
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coming full circle with the culmination of my doctorate education and this dissertation as a 
vehicle to provide validity to what for long has seemed to be a life purpose: becoming a voice on 
behalf of those who remain unheard, as well as a helping resource to address this social 
dysfunction that is more insidious than the human eye can catch.  
Being the researcher as well as taking direct part on the story comes with its challenges to 
ensure an unbiased study. However, it is the latter that influences my desire to work on an issue I 
know needs caring attention. My own experience is like an engine driving me to make this 
research relevant and relatable to others. I am relying on these personal experiences to be a 
catalyst since they gave me a unique conviction to approach this study and its participants with 
empathy and genuine concern. I trust the research methodology will take care of bracketing any 
confirmation bias on my part resulting from triggered memories that might get in the way of 
allowing the study to disclose its own outcomes.  
As a reference, I will share below highlights of my personal story around narcissistic 
abuse in hopes that it serves as context for my human experience, which comes before my role as 
the researcher of this study:   
• At birth, I was denied by my biological father, and subsequently neglected by my mother 
and other significant adults who were supposed to protect and validate me as a child. This 
has probably been the most damaging situation I have had to recover from.  
• During my childhood, I depended on the charity of neighbors and relatives to have my 
primary needs met, such as food and shelter. This circumstance came at the expense of 
becoming a participant in dysfunctional family dynamics that included alcoholism, sexual 
molestation, and scarcity of all kinds.  
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• As a young adult, I repeated my learned patterns of abandonment and entrenched myself 
in unhealthy romantic relationships that led me to marry a man who is himself a covert 
abuser, raised in a narcissistic family with those dynamics at play. For at least 20 years of 
my adult life, I walked this unconscious path of self-destruction.  
• As an immigrant professional, I have been in the middle of greed, discrimination, and 
injustice which have impacted my career journey very in complicated ways, sometimes to 
the point of giving up and changing paths, though ultimately realizing the intersections 
between my self-awareness, my values, and unhealed triggers, and how those have 
shaped my career and the treatment I am willing to tolerate or not in the workplace. 
Sadly, my story is not an outlier. I simply am another statistical point surviving what 
seems to be a silent societal epidemic. According to Licensed Psychotherapist, Bree Bonchay, 
“narcissistic abuse is such an under-recognized public health issue because describing what you 
cannot see or prove presents a huge challenge, and narcissists can easily present themselves as 
loving guardians and partners” (Bonchay, 2017.) As it turns out, we are widely infested with 
narcissistic abusers regardless of race or cultural background, work status, and socio-economic 
level, and this just amps up my eagerness to explore how the workplace could be the perfect petri 
dish for abuse waiting to happen. 
Statement of the Problem 
Based on the above discussion, it is possible to identify a problem that will serve as 
foundation for this research. Throughout my career leading large-scale corporate change, I have 
gathered that organizations of various industries and size are consistently reframing their cultural 
values towards innovation, non-conformity with the status quo, and the role of leadership. 
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However, for these cultural shifts to happen, people need to be able to discern and clearly speak 
to the dysfunctions getting in the way of a healthy working environment for people to perform.   
As I documented in the introduction, narcissistic abuse is a phenomenon that has gone 
underdiagnosed as a public health issue. Its pervasive, emotional/ psychological effects take 
place in extremely covert ways. According to the National Institute of Health, by 2008 at least 
6.2% of the population has been clinically diagnosed with NPD or narcissistic personality 
disorder in the US alone. However, to date, the prevalence of narcissistic personality disorder 
"remains poorly defined, reflecting the lack of clarity around the diagnosis… [due to the] subtle 
presentation of [the] disorder,” and the diagnosis “frequently comorbid with other disorders, 
particularly substance use disorders, bipolar disorder, and other personality disorders [antisocial, 
histrionic, borderline, schizotypal, and passive-aggressive personality disorders] which has the 
most profound negative impact on prognosis” (Caligor et. al., 2015.)  Furthermore, these 
statistics underrepresent a part of the population that goes entirely unidentified.  
Using the verifiable data as a base one can assume that if each person with NPD in the 
US abuses at least 3 people during their lifetime, the total people negatively impacted by 
narcissistic abuse, in the US alone, would equal 60 million victims, according to the statistics 
found at www.wnaad.com.This kind of abuse, however, might only be reported more commonly 
at the personal level, on a case-by-case basis, when the abuser could be an intimate partner or the 
abuse takes place within a close social circle. In this study I do not plan to focus on this 
individual level of impact, nonetheless it is important to understand that narcissistic abuse 
interventions can only be documented as such when the victim becomes aware and decides to 
seek professional help. 
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What Stories of Narcissistic Abuse Do Organizations Hide Behind Their Walls? 
Due to the highly social nature of organizations, where a vast diversity of people spends a 
minimum of eight hours a day in constant interaction with bosses and peers, it can be assumed 
that narcissistic abuse could also be a calamity at work. A victim could be affected 
indiscriminately by being exposed to a pathological narcissist directly, or through team structures 
that unconsciously display behaviors that bring forward narcissistic traits. But how can people 
spot a narcissist or avoid being yet another victim of abusive cultural patterns?  
In today’s complex, matrixed, cross-functional organizations, detecting, reporting, and 
addressing underlying dysfunctional dynamics is an exceptionally long and complicated 
procedure. There are many possible factors contributing to this problem among which we can 
find debilitating psychological effects, social acceptance of these dynamics, and organizational 
rewards and enablers. Lasch (1979) explains this dichotomy when he questions the decline of 
authority in hierarchies of work and power in the embodiment of the ‘newly-styled bureaucrat’: 
“whose ideology and character support hierarchy even though he is neither paternalistic 
nor authoritarian… he has discovered subtler means of keeping [his inferiors] in their 
place.  Even though his underlings often realize that they have been conned, pushed 
around, and manipulated, they find it hard to resist such easygoing opposition… The 
diffusion of responsibility in large organizations, moreover, enables the modern manager 
to delegate discipline to others, to blame unpopular decisions on the company in general, 
thus preserve his standing as a friendly adviser to those beneath him. Yet his entire 
demeanor conveys to them that he remains a winner in a game most of them are destined 
to lose” (p. 220.)  
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This research will look to contribute new knowledge and evidence to explore whether 
narcissistic abuse in the workplace is as common and widespread as the researcher’s assumptions 
suggest, therefore bringing the issue to light. 
Purpose of the Study 
The intent of this study is to learn more about these evident realities of narcissistic abuse 
in the workplace, their circumstances, experiences, and the social implications of its dynamics. 
Furthermore, it will elaborate meaningful research that 1) leverages the stories and experiences 
of victims who have overcome first-hand the effects of narcissistic dysfunctions; 2) uses 
dysfunctional events as the indicators of symptoms leading to a root cause; and 3) studies further 
the pervasiveness of narcissism at the organizational system level.  The focus will be on selected 
adult professionals who perform in corporate environments. Their perceptions can provide 
meaningful understanding to the degree of opportunity they ascribe to their ability in recognizing 
events that could indicate narcissistic abuse at work. Based on the known statistics, it can be 
pertinent to anticipate that people with undiagnosed NPD are also affecting those with whom 
they work.  
Research Question 
This qualitative study is focused on the consequential phenomenon of corporate 
narcissism, which is narcissistic abuse in the workplace. The findings may drive conclusions that 
support evidence on the area of study. The research questions will be “directed to the 
participant’s experiences, feelings, beliefs, and convictions” (Welman & Kruger, 1999, p. 196) 
about the specific phenomenon of narcissistic abuse in their respective work environments. The 
compilation of data across participants may also help with an understanding of the pervasiveness 
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of the issue at an organizational systems level. There will be distinctions between the central 
research question and the questions directly aimed to derive data from the research participants 
(Kvale, 1996): 
Central Question 
What evidence of narcissistic abuse at the organizational system level can be found in the 
stories and experiences of individual victims? 
Inquiry Questions 
• How have you experienced narcissistic abuse in your current workplace? 
• What gave you the awareness or language to articulate that your experience was that of 
narcissistic abuse? 
Significance of the Study 
My hope is that this study produces meaningful insight that can help to legitimize the 
need for humanistic practices in organizations. I have not come across specific literature that 
discusses the topic of this research which also represents a gap in realizing the issue might even 
exist, hindering organizational practices grounded in moral responsibility that validate and 
protect the integrity and human dignity of those whom they lead and develop. These areas below 
can be significantly influenced by the findings of this study: 
Significance for Employees  
Through their experience, employees own perceptible evidence that can be leveraged to 
provide a foundational validation on this damaging issue. The intended result should be the 
discovery and confirmation of patterns of narcissistic abuse from the experience of the victim, 
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considering several themes and a broad theoretical framework. For example, can they describe 
stories or events around the presence of narcissistic abuse in the workplace? Do vulnerable 
people in organizations have enough awareness or a language around their own experience with 
narcissistic abuse?  
Significance for Leaders 
Study findings could offer leaders in positional power an integral platform to become 
articulate advocates and guardians for creating cultures where narcissistic abuse is clearly 
recognized and effectively dealt with.  
Significance for Human Resources (HR)  
Data results that arrive at meaningful awareness on the issue of narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace can guide the identification of cultural interventions that involve people policies and 
procedures, such as employee relations practice, which could find benefit from this discussion. 
For instance, workplace issues like bullying would be elevated to receive more critical attention. 
HR professionals could then rethink their approaches to addressing and create awareness around 
abuse in the workplace that others cannot see, and victims cannot prove. This would lead to 
ensuring more effective employee support is in place to deal with narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace. 
Significance for Organization Development (OD) 
OD practitioners are called upon to be instruments of change in the organizations they 
support, the scholar scope of the profession, and the society at large. They have an ethical 
responsibility to co-create healthy environments where people can thrive and grow. I believe 
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there is a role for OD, its dialogic approach, and the broader field of change practice as a helping 
profession. A deeper application of behavioral sciences in interventions can become a catalyst to 
change the conversation around this potential problem in organizations of all kinds. OD 
interventions can also help those who do not have a voice nor powerful resources to navigate this 
overly complicated dynamic at work. 
As mentioned before, evidencing the existence of narcissistic abuse in the workplace, 
bringing this issue to light, and giving it appropriate language, can provide grounded perspective 
on how it takes place and recommendations for how it can be dealt with effectively within the 
nuances of the workplace. In that sense, I anticipate that certain aspects of OD research and 
practice will surface during this study. An example of this could be circumstances from conflict 
with established patterns of socially constructed norms, like the appreciation for a hierarchy. 
Most organizations are hierarchical in some form for which authority figures are superior to and 
dominant over every individual’s personal power to stand up against any kind abuse. Examining 
these patterns at a foundational level, can expand into higher awareness and practical 
contributions to adequately serve potential future victims in identifying, coping, and apply a 










The body of literature described below bypasses the content of narcissistic personality 
disorder (NPD) that clinically affects individuals as it is out of scope for this study. I will be 
selective with incorporating clinical literature around individuals and NPD when, and if, it 
provides appropriate context. The intent with this literature review is that the dots begin to 
connect around narcissism, abuse, and the workplace. The focus is on an organizational system 
view encapsulated in four key notions specific to this study: 
1. Corporate narcissism and organizational cultures with narcissistic values  
2. A tangible example of workplace dysfunctions that could arise from corporate narcissism 
3. Potential effects on morale in employees that could result from narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace 
4. SEAM (Socio Economic Approach Management) and the spread of dysfunction in 
organizations 
Corporate Narcissism and Organizational Cultures with Narcissistic Values 
 Following the 2008 financial crisis, the idea of corporate narcissism gained the spotlight 
“as the egotism of some business leaders may have paved the way to the Great Recession” (Van 
Rensburg, 2018.) Some specialists have described in various forums that “corporate narcissism is 
corporate culture characterized by excessive pride, leading to destructive behaviors and strategies 
that boost personal egos rather than a company’s long-term prospects” (Van Rensburg, 2018.) 
Expanding on this perspective that organizations can adopt a maladaptive identity, extremely 
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narcissistic organizations will institutionalize dominance, control, entitlement, and exploitation 
to reinforce such identity (Gregory, 1999.) 
 Duchon and Drake (2009, p. 303) cite the work of Mark Stein, former Researcher and 
Consultant at the Tavistock Institute, and current Professor of Leadership and Management and 
Deputy Director of the Doctoral Program at the School of Business, University of Leicester, UK, 
to explain five characteristics and attributes of extreme organizational narcissism: 
• Members of narcissistic organizations will believe their organization to be extraordinarily 
special and unique. This belief does not reflect normal feelings of pride and 
accomplishment, but it is instead highly exaggerated to the point of delusion. 
• A powerful sense of aggrandizement and entitlement that leads to a kind of unconscious 
imperialism or an unconscious omnipotence: The organization is all powerful and 
anything of potency is felt to legitimately belong to it and cannot recognize that anything 
of value might exist outside its boundaries.  
• The organization believes itself to be omniscient; that is, it has access to all information, 
both internal and external, that is relevant to the organization. 
• The delusion of the narcissistic organization allows it not only to be dismissive of other 
organizations, people and information, but to treat them with a kind of triumphant 
contempt. 
• These attributes are so pervasive that they become permanently embedded in 
organizational functioning (Stein, 2003.) 
Godkin and Allcorn (2011) in their journal article, “Organizational resistance to 
destructive narcissistic behavior,” make relevant remarks that link employee performance to the 
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impact potential narcissistic practices can create both at the individual and organizational levels, 
to which they explain (p. 559): 
• Narcissism “lies in the heart of leadership” (Kets de Vries, 2004, p. 188.) It is always 
prevalent to go noted that “organizations can be populated with “constructive narcissists” 
and “destructive narcissists” (Amernic and Craig, 2010, p. 79) … Destructive 
[narcissism] brings to adulthood “feelings of deprivation, insecurity, and inadequacy” 
(Kets de Vries, 2004, p. 189) and potentially serious compromises of individual and 
organizational performance. 
• Extending the pathological individual narcissism to the organization as a whole in a form 
of culture: “extreme narcissism and lapses in ethical behavior may generate an ineffective 
institutionalized response. Per Duchon and Drake (2009) – extreme narcissistic 
organizations want to appear ethical because appearing ethical feeds their narcissism, and 
so the cost of creating formal ethics programs is small compared to the ego defense 
benefits. But such [ethical] programs are instrumental for the narcissistic identity, not 
ethical conduct, and therefore will not much affect the behavioral status quo” (p. 305) … 
“the extreme narcissists seek profit and reputation and will behave unethically to get 
them” (Chen, 2010.) 
• “… organizations can adopt collective narcissistic identities that will produce wrong (i.e. 
non-virtuous) behavior. This happens because the organization’s narcissistic identity—
including the corresponding motive to protect its identity—is more powerful than a 
motive to behave morally. Organizational identity shifts in response to destructive 
narcissism exercise of power. As a result, unethical behavior becomes institutionalized in 
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the organizational structure and embedded in tactical practices.” (Duchon and Drake, 
2009.) 
Jurkiewicz and Grossmass (2012) explain that in addition to an internally consistent 
system of ethical reasoning, an organization can be characterized as [narcissist] based upon the 
following model of “psychopathological factors” (p. 6): 
• Callous unconcern for the feelings of others 
• Incapacity to maintain enduring relationships  
• Reckless disregard for the safety of others  
• Deceitfulness: repeated lying and conning others for profit or advantage  
• Incapacity to experience guilt 
• Failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful behaviors 
An organization is recognized in the law as a person (Bakan, 2004) and as such can be 
seen displaying “cultural disorders” equivalent to personality disorders: “the psychopathic nature 
of an organization is characterized by an attempt to destroy the competition … you want to beat 
them one way or another … and you are not particularly concerned with what happens to the 
general public as long as they are buying your product [an item, a political candidate, a policy 
initiative, or a nonprofit program]” (p. 56).  
The NHS: A Tangible Example of Workplace Dysfunctions That Could Arise from 
Corporate Narcissism 
 In a conceptual research paper published by the Journal of Health Organization and 
Management, Pope and Burnes (2013) explored a model for organizational dysfunctions that 
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aimed to explain negative and intimidating behaviors between staff and inadequate 
organizational responses taking place in the UK National Health Services (NHS.) The intent was 
to base the research in the context of the NHS situation, but knowingly recognizing that 
“negative behavior is a problem for health organizations globally (Zapf et. al., 2003; Johnson, 
2009; Leape et. al. 2012a, b.) … [with relevance] and implications for organizations external to 
the health sector” (Pope and Burnes, 2013.) The research paper included preliminary conclusions 
on negative behaviors in the workplace as key themes for NHS, which I cover below in the form 
of verbatim quotes extracted from the research documentation (Pope and Burnes, 2013, p. 683):  
• “The NHS appears to have a widespread and persistent problem with negative behavior 
between staff. This is despite various initiatives over the years such as Improving 
Working Lives and guidelines around bullying and harassment issued from the 
Department of Health” 
• “Negative behavior can be accepted, ignored, and denied” 
• “The responses to, and management of, negative behavior in the workplace can be 
inadequate” 
• “Negative behavior between staff can have a detrimental impact on patient care” 
• “Questions are asked and calls for action are present, but there is little evidence of NHS 
organizations taking effective action” 
The focus of this research work at the NHS developed around the following theory and 
concepts to make sense of negative behavior and the organizational responses: Theory of 
“Selective Moral Disengagement” (Bandura, 2002), Organizational Silence, Normalized 
Organizational Corruption, and Protection of Image. 
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Theory of “Selective Moral Disengagement” (Bandura, 2002) 
The process and psychological mechanisms by which “…moral self-sanctions, are 
selectively disengaged from inhumane conduct” (p.101.) Or in the words of Pope and Burnes: 
“how we can all do bad things more comfortably” (2013, p. 683.) The study moves on in 
explaining that the psychological mechanisms cognitively “redefine our actions to lessen and 
remove feelings of guilt and self-censure [that includes] moral justification, palliative/ 
advantageous comparisons, euphemistic language, displaced and diffused responsibility, 
minimizing, ignoring, or misconstruing the consequences of actions, denial, and dehumanization 
of, and blaming the victim for our damaging actions… [and] the possibility of collective pretense 
and people choosing to remain uninformed” (Bandura, 1991.)  
Organizational Silence 
The research explored Morrison and Milliken (2000) model around organizational 
characteristics and beliefs resulting in a climate of silence (p. 706.) The premise of this 
conceptual model is primarily that “employees know the truth about problems, [but they] dare 
not speak that truth to their superiors. The outcome is organizational silence and an inability to 
learn and change.” The model also addressed implicit managerial beliefs of “…employees are 
self-interested,” “management knows best,” and “unity is good, and dissent is bad” (Morrison 
and Milliken, 2000, p. 709.) With management inability to receive dissenting feedback from 
employees and centralizing decision-making with lack of upward feedback, the employees’ 
experience results in “feelings of not being valued, a lack of trust, decreased motivation and 
satisfaction, withdrawal, and turnover (Pope and Burnes, 2013, p. 685,) as well as 
“sabotage/deviance” and stress (Morrison and Milliken, 2000, p. 718.) Another view on this 
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issue is denial of voice which is also perceived as bullying (Mackenzie and Liefhooghe, 2003), 
and Salin (2003, p. 46) emphasizes that “another item on the organizational politics scale is 
[employees] don’t speak up for fear of retaliation.” 
Normalized Organizational Corruption 
Various perspectives were looking into to contextualizing “organizational corruption” for 
this research at NHS. I will highlight the work of Ashforth and Anand (2003) which defines it as 
the “misuse of authority for personal, subunit, and/ or organizational gain” (p. 2) and describes a 
theoretical model of “institutionalization, rationalization, and socialization producing normalized 
corruption” (p. 1). Pope and Barnes’ report (2013, p. 686) summarizes this issue clarifying 
further how it presents itself in organizations: 
a. Institutionalization. An initial corrupt decision or act becomes embedded and 
routine. A permissive ethical climate and leadership are key to the initiation and the 
behavior, once routine, becomes normative. 
b. Rationalization. Justifications are made to serve self-interests. Behaviors are 
described as denial of the victim and denial of injury and responsibility, which are 
very similar to those of selective moral disengagement. 
c. Socialization. New employees are induced by rewards to view corruption as 
“…permissible if not desirable” (Ashforth and Anand, 2003, p.1) leading to gradual 
escalation.  
Protection of Image  
The researchers cite Brown (1997) who argues that groups and organizations “…literally 
have needs for self-esteem that are regulated narcissistically… Just as individuals seek to 
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regulate their self-esteem through such ego-defense mechanisms as denial, rationalization, 
attributional egotism, sense of entitlement, and ego aggrandizement, which ameliorate anxiety, 
so too groups and organizations” (p. 643.) Too low or too high defense of self-esteem and image 
[is] pathological (Brown and Starkey, 2000.) Pope and Burnes’ research (2013) also revealed 
that high levels of ego defenses, denial, and rationalizations, and an unhealthy focus of the image 
of the organization and individuals form part of the NHS culture and was probably a dominant 
influence which link to the writing in organizational narcissism, including emphasis on denial. 
“Negative behaviors” is one of the “elephants in the room” for NHS. However, NHS cannot 
afford to have extreme levels of narcissistic behavior, protecting image and self-esteem; patient 
care is at stake, as well as the welfare of its staff (p. 690.) 
Potential Effects on Morale in Employees That Could Be Exposed to Narcissistic Abuse in 
the Workplace 
Defining narcissistic abuse and finding the connection back to the workplace requires an 
understanding of the phenomenological implications in the well-being of those being exposed to 
this damaging relationship. Sigmund Freud began largely the study of narcissism as a 
psychological construct in the 1900s. He described narcissism as the relationship between the 
libido and the ego (Schnure, 2010, p. 36.) Freud pioneered exploring the unconscious mind and 
focused on the adult reappearance of childhood needs (projective identification,) as well as gave 
an explanation to personality development (at the intersection of three basic subsystems: the id, 
the superego, and the ego) and ego defense mechanisms (projection, denial, reaction formation, 
fixation, and regression) in the face of stress and anxiety. This last is probably the most useful of 
Freudian’s theories to describe the day-to-day organizational life (Segal, 1997, pp. 21-30.)   
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According to the American Psychiatric Association, narcissistic personalities, while 
displaying high levels of arrogance and self-absorption, exhibit an inherent lack of empathy (if 
they do something cruel, they have little to no remorse for causing pain, as they believe the other 
person is keeping them from what they deserve,) unhealthy sense of entitlement (because of it 
they will do anything to make sure they get what they think they deserve,) and the willingness to 
exploit others (they will use all their power to get those in their way out of it, regardless of the 
consequences for those people.)  It is these traits that “make an employee with narcissistic 
tendencies catastrophic for the workplace,” and it is their mindset what lead narcissistic 
individuals to be driven by their ego defenses in response to feeling paranoid and threatened, and 
constantly worried “that others may get what they feel they deserve” (Schnure, 2010, p. 36.) 
“Narcissism and the Severity of Abuse Exist in a Continuum” 
Narcissists primary preoccupation is to avoid the feelings of shame at all costs, and 
therefore they use destructive defense mechanisms to fill the gap between the façade they show 
to world and their real self. Many of these coping mechanisms are abusive in nature for which 
victims experience challenges to clearly identify the abuse, build a support system, and learn 
how to strengthen and protect themselves (Lancer, 2017.) But what if we scale the individual 
experience of victims of narcissists to the organizational level? Stories about workplace bullying 
and harassment are everywhere, but the idea of narcissistic abuse is still a closeted, discredited 
topic. Darlene Lancer, JD, LMFT is an expert and author on relationships and codependency. In 
her article published by the website www.psychologytoday.com (2017) “How to spot narcissistic 
abuse. Abuse is never your fault,” she explains that “narcissism and the severity of abuse exist in 
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a continuum” and provides a few examples of abuse that go deeper into the covert dynamics of 
the phenomenon.  
I will recount below the list of these examples from her article to not lose particularly 
important detail on the subtlety of the spectrum of abuse. I believe it is critical to examine these 
signs of narcissistic abuse with a magnifying glass as how often and socially accepted they 
appear to be in seemingly normal interactions in the workplace (and everywhere for that matter). 
It is also important to recognize that while occasional use of these mechanisms may be done by 
many people, it is key to consider context, malice, and repetition of the behavior (one individual 
with narcissistic tendencies may also employ any combination of behaviors to drive his or her 
agenda): 
Verbal Abuse. Belittling, bullying, accusing, blaming, shaming, demanding, threatening, 
criticizing, sarcasm, raging, opposing, undermining, interrupting, blocking, and name-calling.  
Manipulation. Generally, this is the indirect influence on someone to behave in a way 
that furthers the goals of the manipulator. Often, it expresses covert aggression. “A wolf in a 
sheep’s clothing.” People who have experienced manipulation growing up may not recognize it 
as such. On the surface, the words seem harmless – even complementary, but underneath leave 
the victim feeling demeaned or sensing a hostility intent. 
Emotional Blackmail. This may include threats, anger, warnings, intimidation, or 
punishment. It is a form of manipulation that provokes doubt in the victim who may feel “fear, 
obligation, and/ or guilt,” sometimes referred to as FOG. 
Gaslighting. Intentionally making the victim distrust their perceptions of reality or 
believe that they are mentally incompetent. 
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Competition. Competing and one-upping to always be on top, sometimes through 
unethical means.  
Negative Contrasting. Unnecessarily making comparisons to negatively contrast the 
victim with the narcissist or other people. 
Sabotage. Disruptive interference with the victim’s endeavors or relationships for the 
purpose of revenge or personal advantage.  
Exploitation and Objectification. Using or taking advantage of the victim for personal 
ends without regards for the victim’s feelings or needs. 
Lying. Persistent deception to avoid responsibility or to achieve the narcissist’s own 
ends.  
Withholding. Suppressing such things are money, communication, or affection from the 
victim.  
Neglect. Ignoring the needs of a child for whom the abuser is responsible. 
Privacy Invasion. Ignoring the victim’s boundaries by looking through their things, 
phone, mail; denying the victim physical privacy or stalking or following the victim; ignoring 
privacy the victim has requested. 
Character Assassination, Slander, or Smearing. Spreading malicious gossip or lies 
about the victim to other people. 
Violence. This includes blocking the victim’s movement, pulling hair, throwing things, 
or destroying property.  
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Financial Abuse. This might include controlling the victim through economic 
domination or draining the victim’s finances through extortion, theft, manipulation, or gambling, 
or by accruing debt in the victim’s name. 
Isolation. Preventing the victim access from friends, family, or to outside services and 
support through control, manipulation, verbal abuse, character assassination, or other means of 
abuse.  
The Abuse Cycle 
Another trademark of extreme narcissistic abuse follows a pattern of experience that 
includes three stages: idealization, devaluing, and discarding (Schneider, 2015.) Idealizing is also 
referred to as “Love Bombing,” in which the narcissist person overwhelms the target with praise 
and designation as the most special person ever. Gradually, the target begins to see and call out 
red flags that indicate a problem with the fantastical idealization stage.  The person with 
narcissism then begins – subtly, insidiously, and covertly – to devalue the target via putdowns, 
gaslighting, withdrawing affection, stonewalling, withdrawing from contact (ghosting,) or 
blaming the target for the narcissistic person’s issues (projection.) Lastly, the target is discarded, 
and the narcissists disappears by engaging in some form of egregious emotional abuse. The 
outcome is often shocking for the survivor, unclear as to how someone so deeply trusted could 
throw it all away (Schneider, 2015). This cycle can repeat numerous times keeping victims at the 
edge of the relationship, causing emotional vertigo. 
“The Treacherous World of Corporate Narcissism” 
Randi G. Fine is the host of the Mental Health News Radio where experts in the field of 
Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD), Psychopathy, and Sociopathology are often 
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interviewed. During an episode aired on November 17, 2019, Fine interviewed her company’s 
CEO, Kristin Walker, on the topic: “The treacherous world of corporate narcissism.” Walker 
explains that employees, business partners, and vendors experience trauma during and after 
working in corporate narcissistic organizations, which could result in mental and physical 
problems. For example, being belittled and managed down overtime could cause gastrointestinal 
issues, loss of self-esteem and individuality, inexplicable illnesses, or even suicidal thoughts. 
Walker goes on by saying that “the only way to survive in these environments is to allow the loss 
of your identity, play hot-potato with blame, and become, quite literally, insane … There is no 
welcome mat for anyone that is not onboard with the [maladaptive] behaviors this toxic 
environment supports” (Fine, 2017.)  During part of this interview, Walker also advised victims 
of the kinds of dynamics that, since boundaries are trembled, working with counselors or coaches 
trained in hostile work environments is imperative in order to overcome from emotional abuse. 
She ends by also stressing the need to seek private counseling with someone intimately familiar 
with Narcissistic Abuse.  
Another take is that of Van Rensburg (2018) who says that “an ace manipulator 
undermines the self-esteem of others. Colleagues may find themselves working harder and 
harder as they are led to believe under-performance is their fault … Some consequences may 
also follow: 
• Mistakes are covered up and blame wrongly apportioned 
• Abuse and erosion of ethical values set in 
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• Whistle-blowers appear as egotism and may lead to misstatements of fact (thought raising 
a red flag may initially do more harm to whistle-blowers than narcissists who supposedly 
do no wrong)  
• Anyone challenging the narcissist is ostracized 
• Some victims (typically talented individuals) refuse to be victims any longer and quit, 
hurting organizational performance as staff turnover skyrockets 
• Other victims become depressed and demotivated (health and work suffer)”. 
Jurkiewicz and Grossmass (2012, p.7) also make the point that “as organizations become 
further entrenched in society, their inherent view of individuals becomes more widely accepted: 
that of dehumanization, self-interest, and lack of empathy. This shift in sentiment is seen in 
industrialized cultures and has increased overtime.” Adorno (2000) suggests that individuals 
progressively acquire the ability to become detached from the consequences of their behavior “as 
an evolutionary tactic for survival … after the public is dehumanized, and behavior is 
justifiable.” Evil at work – Jurkiewicz and Grossmass posit – is narcissism: “Just as narcissistic 
individuals need to sustain their self-image of perfection and importance by treating others as 
pawns in the effort to self-regulate, so too does an evil organization… Such a shift is attributable 
to the development of a culture, in all organizational sectors, that values systemic controls to 
advance immediate gains regardless of the consequences.” Twenge and Campbell (2009, p. 37) 
compare this cultural phenomenon spread to a “pernicious virus.”  
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SEAM (Socio Economic Approach Management) and the Spread of Dysfunction in 
Organizations 
Expanding on this idea that corporate narcissism is a pernicious virus, Brookfield (2005) 
explains that an ideology “describes the system of beliefs, values, and practices that reflects and 
reproduces existing social structures, systems, and relations” (p. 68). In 1973, Henry Savall put 
forth the metaphor of the “virus” as the means to acknowledge that scientific management (as 
proposed by Taylor, Fayol, and Weber) had an ideological flaw (Hazelberger, 2014) for three 
reasons: 
1. The virus was ideological in nature, contaminating decision making and analysis at a 
foundational level. 
2. The virus caused changes in organizational structures and behaviors. 
3. The virus was continuously transmitted within and to other organizations through 
training, practice, and management education. (Hazelberger, 2014) 
This was referred to then as the TFW virus in subsequent theoretical work. Cristallini 
(2011) asserted that organizations are carrying this hidden [TFW] virus, and it is going 
undiagnosed. Hence, organizational change efforts are “treating symptoms of the virus rather 
than the core problem of the organization which is the presence of the virus.” Cristallini argued 
that the TFW virus manifests as the following symptoms: 
• Depersonalization (looking at the worker as a machine) and submission (the worker 
accepts the principles of subordination.) 
• An aristocratic view of the organization (separation of menial and Nobel tasks that lead to 
artificial hierarchies.) 
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• Apathy (a lack interest in work that results from a lack of hope in the organization.) 
• Separations or divisions (separation of tasks and an increase in egotism and selfishness. 
Group efforts not recognized; instead, individual hyper-specialization is encouraged and 
promoted) (Cristallini, 2011.) 
 SEAM was created in the 1970s in France as a systemic approach for management to 
uncover dysfunction that, like viruses do, replicate and contaminate the organizational immune 
system. Henry Savall with other researchers looked to incorporate classical scientific 
management theories with the human relations school (Savall, 2010) with the goal to recognize 
and integrate the human factor, which according to the SEAM founders was overemphasized by 
neoclassical human relations school and undermined by traditional proponents of scientific 
management (Hazelberger, 2014.) SEAM is primarily concerned with systemic organizational 
dysfunctions in six categories: working conditions, time management, communication-
coordination-cooperation, integrated training, and strategic implementation. SEAM proposes to 
address the root cause under the premise that “by getting rid of the dysfunctions, an organization 
can release untapped potential allowing greater growth, new ideas, and cost savings” 
(Hazelberger, 2014.)  
 Savall (2007, p. 3) states that a socio-economic intervention “can be considered a 
‘machine for negotiating’ innovative solutions, with the underlying goal of reducing the 
dysfunction experienced by the enterprise.” SEAM is a methodical way to assess the hidden 
costs of dysfunction in an organization. SEAM factors both people and finances into analysis 
which results in an approach that involves whole organizational system (Conbere and Heorhiadi, 
2011). A core belief of SEAM is that “organizations do not exist only to make money; they exist 
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to serve society in general and all the employees. Therefore, SEAM rejects the idea that 
employees are human capital, a term that degrades employees into non-human commodity. Once 
an employee is a commodity, there is no moral issue in firing the employee. Instead, SEAM’s 
values insist that the cause of employee’s poor productivity begins with the way the employees 
are managed” (pp. 6-7). Assessing hidden costs and performances, allows the demonstration on 
investment, which can be impacted by organizational dysfunctions resulting from failure to align 
properly structure and behaviors – e.g., management’s ability to listen carefully to customers and 
employees. The SEAM approach offers a method for ethical practices in that it treats employees 
as valuable persons and not human capital, as it also taps into unused potential so that employees 
are retained and profits increase (Conbere and Heorhiadi, 2011). 
Summary 
The phenomenon of narcissistic abuse, specifically as it applies to the workplace, seems 
to be often misunderstood or anecdotal based on my experience, and what I found in literature 
review. In that sense, I want to do this research in a suitable explorative design that would allow 
me to 1) emphasize “the truth-value of qualitative research” (Schurink, et. al, 1998); and 2) 
restrictively bracket my own biases aside from the participants’ own experiences. In the next 
section, I will include an explanation of the research design and approach including the targeted 
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Chapter Three 
Research Paradigm and Methodology  
 Denzin and Lincoln (2000, p.157) defined research paradigm as “a basic set of beliefs 
that guide action,” dealing with first principles, ‘ultimates’ or the researcher’s worldview 
(Groenewald, 2004.) In deciding how to conduct the research, my epistemological position 
regarding the area of study led me to identify the following areas of importance: 1) data are 
contained in the stories of people that have been directly or indirectly exposed to narcissistic 
abuse in the workplace; and 2) due to the nature of their individual experiences with the 
phenomenon, I need to engage with the individual participants in collecting the data. After 
reviewing different methodologies, I chose phenomenology as the most conducive qualitative 
research approach to accomplish what is intended for this study in understanding narcissistic 
abuse at work through the experiences of victims. 
What is Phenomenology? 
Crowther et. al. (2017) attests that “shared stories give testimony to past events and 
experiences, whether they are told for research, teaching, or entertainment” (p. 827). In such a 
fluid context as it is to find evidence in the common experience of dysfunctional organizational 
dynamics that lead to narcissistic abuse, I will rely on a phenomenology approach to collect the 
“lived experiences” (Rossman and Rallis, 2017, p. 85) of a number of individuals and “dwell 
within the data, awaiting glimpses of the phenomenon [of interest]” (Crowther et. al., 2017, p. 
827.) Literature that covers phenomenology as a research method references Kant and Hegel 
with its origins. However more contemporary views draw attention to Vandenberg (1997) who 
regarded German philosopher, Edmund Husserl (1859 – 1938) as “the fountainhead of 
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phenomenology in the twentieth century” (p.11.) Groenewald (2004), relying on literature review 
that cited Eagleton (1983,) Fouche (1993,) Kruger (1988,) and Moustakas (1994,) describes 
Husserl’s philosophical method as:  
“Husserl rejected the belief that objects in an external world exist independently and that 
the information about objects is reliable. He argued that people can be certain about how 
things appear in, or present themselves to, their consciousness. To arrive to certainty, 
anything outside of immediate experience must be ignored, and in this way the external 
world is reduced to the contents of personal consciousness. Reality is thus treated as pure 
“phenomena” and the only absolute data from where to begin. Husserl named his 
philosophical method ‘phenomenology,’ the science of pure ‘phenomena.’ The aim of 
phenomenology is the return to the concrete, captured by the slogan ‘Back to things 
themselves!’” (p.43.)  
From Husserl’s frame of reference, we can conclude that phenomenology research is 
concerned with the lived experiences of the people involved with the issue that is being 
researched, and the researcher’s purpose should be “to describe as accurately as possibly the 
phenomenon” from the perspectives of those involved (Groenewald, 2004; Greene, 1997; 
Holloway, 1997; Kruger, 1988; Kvale, 1996; Maypole & Davies, 2001; Robinson & Reed, 
1998.)   
Phenomenological Research: Hermeneutic and Narrative Perspectives 
This study aims to approach the participants’ stories in a hermeneutic phenomenology 
manner, thus evoking provocative and powerful means of shared apathic responses (van Manen, 
2004.) A more expansive view of the goal of hermeneutic inquiry (represented in Figure 1) is “to 
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educe understanding, to bring forth the presuppositions in which we already live. Its task, 
therefore, is not to methodically achieve a relationship to some matter and to secure 
understanding in such a method. Rather, its task is to recollect the contours and textures of the 
life we are already living, a life that is not secured by the methods we can wield to render such a 
life our object" (Jardine, 1992, p. 116.) 
Figure 1. Hermeneutic Loop (Adapted by Reg Harris, 2014) 




From a narrative inquiry point of view, this phenomenology research will hold the 
assumption that storytelling is important for representing and explaining personal and social 
experiences, and it is integral to the understanding of our lives (Rossman and Rallis, 2017, pp. 
86-87.) The stories of victims of possible narcissistic abuse in the workplace, as defined in the 
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literature reviewed in this paper, can offer a platform to hear their voices around a topic that is 
often disregarded. The truthfulness of their stories will become credible through the research by 
“how it resonates in felt, shared plausible meaning, and this resonance cannot be reified into 
proof” (Crowther et. al., 2017, p. 828.)  Ideally, in witnessing the victim’s experience of work 
dysfunction and abuse, we can connect with the shared human experience of the underlying 
phenomenon, even if it cannot be quantitatively measured or categorized. In this study, the 
phenomenological research design will contribute toward validity, truthfulness, and evidence-
finding by focusing and understanding an “insider perspective” (Mouton & Marais, 1990, p. 70) 
of the participants involved with the phenomenon of narcissistic about in the workplace. 
Target Population 
The research plan involved the gathering of information about narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace. According to Hycner (1999, p. 156) “the phenomenon dictates the method (not vice-
versa) including even the type of participants.” For this study, a selective yet random sampling 
determined the recruitment of participants. I chose the participants based on my judgement but in 
alignment with the purpose of the study, looking for those who “have had experiences relating to 
the phenomenon to be researched” (Kruger, 1988, p. 150.) In this sense, the recruitment criteria 
are explained as follows:  
• The sample contemplated between 10 and up to 20 individuals as sufficient to reach 
saturation 
• A key requirement of this selection process was that participants: 
a. Had been exposed to narcissistic abuse in the workplace, either as a direct victim, 
observer/bystander, or in the role of a support intervener. 
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b. Had foundational knowledge on narcissism and narcissistic abuse. These 
definitions were nonetheless provided as a reference point in the invitation to 
participate and as the means to help in their decision making to volunteer their 
time and interest in the study.  
• The recruitment of participants was open to a diverse group of adult professionals (ages 
25 and older) working in corporate environments. As found in the literature review, 
narcissistic abuse can happen indiscriminately and finding diverse experiences was a key 
to this study. Diversity was considered on the basis of gender, age, sexual orientation, 
cognitive difference, professional roles and responsibilities, education, and socio-cultural 
backgrounds 
• Participants must had been employed for at least one year in their current jobs. 
• The hierarchical position of these participants in their workplaces was expected to vary 
amongst entry-level, management, and senior leadership roles. 
• Formal and informal professional networks to identify primary participants was used 
promoting open enrollment via online networks such as LinkedIn, as well as personal 
invitations via telephonic and email invitations. 
• The use of snowball sampling to identify additional participants was also leveraged, since 
recruitment effort via established channels became insufficient. “Snowballing” is a 
method of expanding the sample by asking one participant to recommend others who 
could take part on the study (Groenewald, 2004.) 
• No monetary compensation was offered to participate in this study 
Ensuring the highest ethical standards for this research, each participant who voluntarily 
agreed to be part of the study was asked to read and sign an informed consent form (ICF) prior to 
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collecting the data. Based on Bailey’s (1996, p. 11; Groenewald, 2004) recommended items, and 
in accordance with the IRB requirements for ICFs, the informed consent included the following 
areas for each participant to agree with: 
a. That they are participating in the research 
b. The purpose of the research (without stating the central research question) 
c. The procedures of the research 
d. The risks and benefits of the research 
e. The voluntary nature of research participation 
f. The procedures used to protect confidentiality 
On the latter, as participants were promised their complete confidentiality when reporting 
out study findings, I intended to prevent deception that could inhibit participants insight into the 
study, hence couple honesty with confidentiality to “reduce suspicion” and promote genuine 
responses (Bailey, 1996; Groenewald, 2004.) 
Data Gathering 
This study was designed around the above phenomenological paradigm and gathered 
lived experiences of participants describing dysfunctional organizational dynamics that can 
explain narcissistic abuse in the workplace. I looked for their testimony to events that occurred in 
their recent past, how they bring up these experiences, and how they articulate their perception of 
the phenomenon. This means that the qualitative data gathering methods was used. Following 
Creswell (1998, pp. 65, 113; Groenewald, 2004) recommendations, I pursued “long interviews 
with up to 10 people” for a phenomenological study. It also allowed for a less rigid format that 
could limit new perspectives on the phenomenon from emerging “since that would do a great 
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injustice to the integrity of that phenomenon” (Hycner, 1999, p.144.) The purpose of collecting 
data from up to 20 diverse participants was a desirable goal to increase contrast and credibility of 
the data, though this aim was not a formal requirement for the study to proceed. 
The core of phenomenology is to understand phenomena in their own terms (Bentz & 
Shapiro, 1998.)  In this sense, the central research question is: what evidence of narcissistic 
abuse at the organizational system level can be found from stories and experience of victims? 
Groenewald (2004,) citing Bentz and Shapiro (1998) and Kensit (2000,) remarks important 
caution that the researcher must allow the data to emerge: “Doing phenomenology means 
capturing rich descriptions of phenomena and their settings” (p.47). The approach to collecting 
these data from participants followed a pure hermeneutic loop with these individual experiences, 
in which they “reveal ways of being, thinking, and acting in the world that shed light on what is 
known but covered over, or forgotten” (Crowther et. al., 2017, p. 827.) As such, this research 
implemented data collection methods organized in two phases. Phase one allowed participants to 
share recent past experiences with narcissistic abuse in their current workplace, capture their 
reflections on what was experienced, and encourage the participant to “go within” and “describe 
the lived experience in a language as free from the constructs of the intellect and society as 
possible” (Bentz & Shapiro, 1998.) Phase two allowed for a bracketing of my own 
preconceptions of the issue of narcissistic abuse as well as conducting a “conscious attempt [as 
a] researcher to find out more information about the setting of the person” (Bailey, 1996, p.72.) 
Data Gathering Phase One: Journal Entries 
Using an online tool, participants completed four weekly journal entries in a period of 
forty-five days. This format enabled the participant to reserve time for deep personal reflection 
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on the experience to be reported out. The questions (as in an interview) were open and designed 
to help participants in describing their experience with events taking place at work. Inquiry 
questions were used to capture their reflections around the subtle dynamics of their day-to-day 
that can signal narcissistic abuse was at play in the participants’ work environments. I have 
included an example of these journal exercises to be completed on a phase one: 
Participant Name: ________________________ 
Week timeframe: ________________________ 
Inquiry question #1: In the last week, how have you experienced narcissistic abuse in your 
current workplace? 
Follow-up questions:  
a. Can you describe one event and provide the details of what happened? 
i. What did you think and feel about the event? 
b. Was there a specific interaction that left you confused about the truth of your own 
experience?  
i. Who was the other person? What role does the other person play for your 
organization and/ or within your immediate team?  
ii. What was said by the other person? 
iii. What behaviors did you notice?  
iv. How have you experienced those words and behaviors as patterns in previous 
encounters? 
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Inquiry question #2: In relation to last week’s event, what gave you the awareness or language to 
articulate that your experience was that of narcissistic abuse? 
Follow-up questions:  
a. Did you question your inner experience with that event? What did you think and feel? 
b. Did you know who to trust to help you validate what happened in reality? If so, can 
you briefly share a story of the interaction with that person you trust?  
c. What did your work support structure look like when you dealt with the event?  
Through the course of this individual journal activity, I helped to make sure participants 
stayed on top of their submissions via weekly check-ins or reminders to minimize lack of 
responses or remain available to answer any questions. At the end of the forty-five-day data 
collection timeframe, I had received all four journal submissions. Digital data storage was 
enabled to securely save each participant’s document in dedicated files, including their journal 
entries, informed consent, emails sent or received in communications with the participant, and 
any additional information provided by the participant during the journaling process, such as 
examples of documentation that help describe their experience and stories. 
Data Gathering Phase Two: Closing Interviews 
Once a first pass analysis was competed, a second round of involvement with the 
participants took place. Leveraging virtual technology (ZOOM), the individual participants and I 
engaged in dialogue to ensure, that as a researcher, I was understanding the phenomenon from 
their point of view. From baseline analysis, further questions were documented to use with 
participants during the live interviews. These new questions aimed to dive deeper into the 
conversation, confirming and validating the participants experience, and the first attempt to 
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answer both the central and inquiry questions of this study. At the end of these interviews, I was 
able to create a consistent set of findings that connected the shared human experience of 
participants with the studied phenomenon of narcissistic abuse in the workplace. 
Data Analysis 
The study concluded with an organized documentation of all collected data (results, 
discussion findings, and recommendations for practice.) To complete this process, I followed a 
similar approach as the one used by Thomas Groenewald at University of South Africa. In his 
research work using phenomenology, Groenewald (2004) implemented Hycner’s (1999) process 
of “explicitation of the data” that deliberately avoids ‘data analysis’ and cautions that ‘analysis’ 
has dangerous connotations for phenomenology. The risk being that through ‘analysis’ the 
researcher may handle the data by “breaking it into parts and therefore often means a loss of the 
whole phenomenon… [whereas ‘explicitation’ implies an] … investigation of the constituents of 
the phenomenon while keeping the context of the whole” (as cited by Groenewald, 2004, p. 49.) 
The explicitation process involves five steps which I slightly adapted as follows to fit my study: 
Step One: Bracketing and Phenomenological Reduction 
This first step was dedicated to approach the data gathered through the journaling 
activity. The intent is for the researcher to deliberately and purposefully open to the phenomenon 
“in its own right and with its own meaning” (Fouche, 1993; Hycner, 1999). The idea is to 
“bracket out” my own predispositions with the phenomenon and not allow them to bias the 
unique experience reported out by each participant. It is recommended that the researcher 
repeatedly reviews the input submitted by each individual and become familiar with the words 
and personal stories to develop a holistic sense, as “the here and now dimensions of those 
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personal experiences give phenomena existential immediacy” (Groenewald, 2004; Holloway, 
1997; Hycner, 1999; Zinker, 1978.) 
Step Two: Delineating Units of Meaning 
 A second and more organized step with the journal entries will take place at this stage. 
Groenewald (2004) explains that during this step “the researcher is required to make substantial 
amount of judgement calls while consciously bracketing [my] own presuppositions in order to 
avoid inappropriate subjective judgements” (p. 50.) Since the rigidity of this step requires 
scrutinizing and eliminating redundant units, I drew from the literature review and use SEAM 
(Socio Economic Approach Management) as a theoretical framework to inform the significance 
of meaning from the data collected. While the SEAM method focuses on both people and 
finances in an approach that involves the whole organizational system, this study did not analyze 
data towards the hidden financial costs of the narcissistic abuse in the organization. Rather, I 
mainly leveraged SEAM’s ethical perspective around treating employees as valuable human 
beings, whereas abusive dynamics that affect their ability to experience a healthy work 
environment are assessed and addressed timely to maximize employee retention. 
As previously reviewed, SEAM was created as a systemic approach to management to 
uncover dysfunction that, replicate, like viruses do, and contaminate the organizational immune 
system. Henry Savall preceded this theoretical work with the metaphor of the “virus” as the 
means to acknowledge that scientific management had an ideological flaw, and Cristallini (2011) 
asserted that organizations are carrying this hidden [TFW] virus, and it is going undiagnosed. 
Hence, organizational change efforts are “treating symptoms of the virus rather than the core 
problem of the organization which is the presence of the virus.” Using the virus metaphor as an 
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organizing principle, along with the people-centric focus that SEAM offers as a lens for data 
meaning making, I began by creating units of meaning around the potential existence and 
pervasiveness of narcissistic abuse in the workplace. Hence, I initially extracted seemingly 
redundant data that could be understood as ideological flaws of narcissistic practices in 
organizations. These initial clusters were:  
• Ideological evidence (system of beliefs, values, and practices) of narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace. 
• Organizational structures and behaviors caused by the existence of narcissistic abuse in 
the workplace. 
• Ways in which narcissistic abuse is evidently propagated and/ or rewarded within the 
organization. 
While this is the starting point of data meaning-making, the cycles of explicitation of the 
data were flexible and did not stop with the above categorization. In addition, I also bracketed 
new learnings and insights in parallel that do not fit into those buckets, and which will 
organically lead the process toward a deeper clustering in the following step. 
Step Three: Clustering of Units of Meaning to Form Themes 
During this stage, the non-redundant data and my own presuppositions were further 
bracketed and rigorously examined toward a holistic meaning and context. Groenewald (2004) 
suggests the researcher should follow his or her “artistic judgement,” which will call for even 
more judgement and skill from me in engaging, as Collazi remarked, “in something which 
cannot be precisely delineated, for here [the researcher] is involved in that ineffable thing known 
as creative insight” (as cited in Hycner, 1999, pp. 150-151). In doing this, I went back to the 
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baseline clustered data, and followed with the list non-redundant data to derived further 
categories and determined central themes.  
Step Four: Summarizing the Data, Validating Them, and Where Necessary Modifying 
 Ellenberg (as cited in Hycner, 1999, pp. 153-154) says that “the aim of the [researcher] is 
the reconstruction of the inner world experience of the [participant]”. At this point of the process, 
I incorporated a summary of all themes resulting from the previous three stages and prepare to 
conduct a validity check by re-engaging the participants to further interview them, asked follow-
up questions emerged from the holistic context of the data meaning, and ensured their experience 
is correctly captured and represented in the documentation. Any modifications were also applied 
to ensure validity and truthfulness (Groenewald, 2004.) 
Step Five: General and Unique Themes from All the Data and Making Composite Summary  
 In this final step, I finalized common themes, as well as “unique or minority voices [that] 
are important counterpoints to bring out the phenomenon researched” (Groenewald, 2004, p. 51,) 
with the objective to summarize key findings and develop new ideas that emerged from the data 
provided by the participants. This stage expanded into Chapter Five where the research questions 
are answered more specifically and open the discussion, implications, and overall 
recommendations. In the following chapter, I will provide a synopsis of the research findings 
from the perspectives found through the data gathering effort regarding the phenomenon of 
narcissistic abuse in the workplace. 
 
 




The collected stories will be organized through the Hycner’s (1999) process of 
“explicitation of the data.” I discussed in Chapter Three how this process purposely avoids ‘data 
analysis’ thus the researcher does not lose the whole phenomenon but instead investigates what 
constitutes the phenomenon while keeping the context of the whole, as it is also natural for the 
hermeneutic phenomenological manner (figure 1) to study the participants’ stories. This section 
will present results from the data collection including the first three steps explicitation of data: 
researcher bracketing and phenomenological reduction, delineating units of meaning from 
participants’ stories, and clustering of units of meaning to form themes. In Chapter Five, I will 
discuss further a data summary and validation, and I will extract general and unique themes from 
all the data, making a composite summary, which are the last two explicitation steps.  
Final Recruitment of Participants 
The final status of the participants’ recruitment process, as affected by unexpected 
turnover, left with a total of six sources of data to be collected via online survey and virtual 
interviews. While all participants were initially enthusiastic about contributing their stories to the 
study, the recruiting effort took place during the COVID-19 pandemic which impacted their 
ability to fully commit and deviate attention to this work. Since the participation was voluntary, 
as expressed in the Informed Consent Form (ICF,) they were given full decision-making 
authority towards staying or cancelling their participation in this study at any time they deemed 
necessary (Table 1 below summarized the participant recruitment effort for this study.) 
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Table 1. Participant Recruitment and Turnover Status 
Participant Job Title Industry ICF Dropped 
1 Sales Enablement Advisor  High Tech Y N 
2 Customer Success Sr. Manager  High Tech Y N 
3 Analyst Fed. Gov. Y N 
4 Retired COO  NFP Y N 
5 HR Leader Life Sciences Y N 
6 Sr. Dir Project Management Biopharma Y N 
7 Creative Director Advertising Y Y 
8 Clinical Administration Manager CRO Y Y 
9 Sr. Program Manager High Tech N Y 
10 Workspace Synergy Program Manager High Tech N Y 
 
Participants Preparation to Data Collection Process 
In preparation for the data collection exercise, participants received two articles to help 
them contextualize their story and experience. This first step was intended to have participants 
become more aware and centered around the experiences they would like to provide for this 
study. It was important that they had time to self-reflect and capture notes around triggering 
memories of familiar encounters with narcissistic abuse applicable to their workplace experience.  
The first article, “8 signs you are suffering narcissistic abuse,” was written by Australian 
author and narcissistic abuse expert, Melania Tonia Evans who offered a linear framework to 
recognize whether a person is entrenched in these kinds of relationship dynamics. Evans’ article 
(2019) would allow participants to “face up to the facts about what toxic relationships look like 
and who we need to be to get out of them and stay out of them.” The author expands on eight 
relationship areas where narcissistic abuse can be detected and how a potential victim can 
recognize themselves dealing with this damaging circumstances.  
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According to Evans’ perspective, these eight areas are: 
1. Your relationship is not kind, caring or sane. 
2. You are dealing with immature behavior and give up pieces of yourself to comply. 
3. You are angry, disjointed and are behaving in ways that you normally don’t. 
4. You find yourself trying to prove that you are a good person. 
5. You are mopping up the messes. 
6. Your boundaries are being disintegrated. 
7. You feel addicted, disjointed, and manic. 
8. You are suffering abuse symptoms. 
The second article participants used to reference their experience with narcissistic abuse 
specific to the workplace was written by Preston C. Ni in 2020 and circulated in the well-known 
online magazine “Psychology Today.” This article was titled “7 signs of gaslighting in the 
workplace.” Ni (2020) develops the idea of gaslighting (a signature tactic narcissists use to 
control and manipulate their victims) and how it specifically manifests in the workplace. He says 
that “[a]t the workplace, a gaslighter can be a negative manager, a scheming coworker, a 
prejudiced workgroup, a disgruntled customer/client, or a smearing business competitor. 
Workplace gaslighting can also be the result of systemic, institutional bias, or negative media 
and social media coverage. A gaslighter may target and victimize groups as well as individuals.” 
I wanted to ensure participants had tangible examples if these insidious dynamics at work since 
challenges particular to this phenomenon happen covertly more often than not. The author 
offered the following attributes to identify workplace gaslighting from other challenges: 
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• “The difficult work situation is based on persistent individual, group, or institutional bias 
and negativity, rather than solid proof, strong facts, established cases, and/or proven data.  
• The difficult work environment creates a negative/unfavorable narrative about the 
gaslightee (contrary to evidence) and damages the gaslightee’s personal or professional 
reputation. 
• The mistreatment persists over a period of time, despite a clear track record of the 
gaslightee’s positive collaboration, contributions, and accomplishments. 
• When approached on the matter, the gaslighter typically denies mistreatment, and can 
become defensive, contentious, dismissive, and/or evasive. Instead of using verification 
and facts to problem-solve, the gaslighter may escalate and become more aggressive, or 
stonewall and become more passive-aggressive.” 
 With this referential readings in mind, and assuming the participants brought previous 
knowledge in the matter, the data collection process began by instructing them to pay closer 
attention to their current interactions at work - e.g. when they attend team meetings, hold 1:1 
sessions with managers or peers, project-related discussions with stakeholders – as well as past 
work experience that would seem relevant, and capture journaling highlights when/ if they or 
someone around them seemed to be on the recipient end of the narcissistic treatment. 
Researcher Bracketing and Phenomenological Reduction 
I now will proceed to the first step towards the explicitation of the data by bracketing my 
own preconceptions as I entered the participants’ “lifeworld and use the self as an experiencing 
interpreter” (Miller and Crabtree, 1992, p. 24). My interaction with participants as well as the 
work put into analyzing the collected data took me through a conscious process with plenty of 
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suppositions based on my own exposure to narcissistic abuse. I want then to make my inner 
process visible as preamble to the stories of my study participants. I experienced that through the 
questions asked to guide the dialogue and the shared testimony my own life experience was 
recreated almost identically from one participant to the other.  
My engagement with participants was centered around diving deep into their experience 
with narcissistic abuse. The context that was provided was to focus not on the narcissist as a 
central part of their story, but instead put all the effort in describing the participants’ memories of 
that experience as it related to being on the recipient end of the abuse: what they remembered  
feeling in certain moments, whether they questioned what was really going on at some point, and 
where it could have been systematically rippling in their organizational environment. The set up 
for this discussion was already a reflection of my own bias coming in. Having been a victim of 
narcissistic abuse myself, I was looking to understand how they were impacted, and whether 
their perspectives were like my own. My triggers began activating very quickly:  
Bracket One: Personality as Justification  
My own disgust to instances when narcissistic abusers are seen through the trivial lens of 
a personality compatibility, typically leading to the victim being invalidated and the abuser 
justified and emboldened with a justification around being a personality difference. In my view, 
throwing in this kind of unfunded assessments is irresponsible and overlooks the dangerous 
psychological characteristics of the abuser inflicting toxic dynamics in the workplace.  
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Bracket Two: The Open Wound  
I brought in an open wound which I knew would be a vulnerable spot to keep an eye on. 
When you leave narcissistic relationships, you carry a yearning desire for an apology that never 
comes. This is part of the long-term trauma and the struggle to bring closure to the experience. 
For one, being smeared and taken down on one’s character is its own recovery process. It takes a 
conscious effort to reconcile with the fact that the abuse is not your fault and convincing yourself 
of your self-worth. It is always latent, and I had to work extra hard through my engagement with 
the participants to manage my own triggers and turn them into empathy that could create a safe 
space for them to speak up about their own. I felt responsibility at a cellular level to fill in the 
gap and offer them the apology that will always be missing and bring common closure to the 
data collection activity but also for our parallel lives in moving forward.  
Bracket Three: The Predatory Nature  
Another area where my own bias had to be kept in check was my exposure to the 
deliberate nature of the abuser. I see them as predators, and I have low tolerance for that. My 
experience has taught me that narcissistic abusers employ calculated tactics to stay covert or 
show their true colors. This happens this way every step of the relationship because they see 
people as objects to their means. It is never about the victim, and it is for the predator 
objectifying and being hyper-focused on those people who can serve them to achieve their 
motive. Narcissistic dynamics pursue people as objects and these targets can either be enablers, 
supply or threats and I have personally played each of those roles.  
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Bracket Four: The Victim’s Spectrum   
Whether victims are enablers, supply, or a threat, targets of narcissistic abuse commonly 
share these characteristics: empathy, vulnerability, and co-dependency. This is the signature 
traits that attract narcissistic relationships and having been in all sides of the spectrum made it 
complicated for me to stick to the needed self-awareness and not get attached to a piece of the 
story that would remind me of my own. I entered the data collection process with an expectation 
to recognize myself in the potential traits and victim roles of the participants. This expectation 
served me at times, but other times hindered my ability to remain unbiased. It served me as a 
researcher when I was able to walk a mile in the participants’ shoes almost feeling as if I could 
see the memories in the heads in front of me out of a movie screen or hold their hands 
(figuratively) when a memory struck a raw wound that remained from their experience or ask an 
empathetic question that could help move the interview forward. It was as if I just intuitively 
knew what the next thing in the sequence of their stories would be. It was also hindering as I had 
to refrain from overdoing the need to validate them as opposed to simply listening and asking the 
research questions. It was tough to ignore the connection I had with the participants’ experiences 
and not feel like I was another character in their stories.  
Bracket Five: The Support System or Lack Thereof 
Drawing from my own experience with the phenomenon being studied, I brought 
skepticism and feelings of anger for the lack support that exists for victims of narcissistic abuse. 
Those sentiments fueled the purpose for this study in the first place. As I prepared to engage with 
participants, I carried a profound concern for the lack of broad knowledge or awareness that 
exists on how this type of abuse happens every day and everywhere in the workplace. Moreover, 
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I needed to stay detached from my own experience with structured support systems (such as HR) 
that are often perceived as catering to those committing the abuse. I believe that these structures 
are part of the problem and contribute to the dynamic due to their inability to provide adequate 
help or worse, amplifying the abuse and injustice onto the victim. I was impatiently curious to 
learn whether the participants would share a more positive experience than mine in this sense, 
and I rushed to get to that question a few times through the process.  
Bracket Six: Family Dynamics 
I have learned that my circumstances growing up determined my probabilities to be a 
victim of narcissistic abuse. The way we learn in childhood to cope with abusive family 
dynamics becomes a primitive response and may get triggered when as adults we are exposed to 
a similar perceived threat. The role a victim played in the family as a child is often the go-to role 
we play in the new situation as well, unconsciously, even when you have mastered the education 
on this issue. It has taken me many years to learn healthier coping strategy as a functional adult, 
especially when old wounds resulting from narcissistic abuse get triggered in the workplace. 
Hence, I was hyper focused in looking for those primitive coping mechanisms and patterns that 
would seem to replicate in my participants’ stories. I dug deep for a breakthrough that I could 
document for this study, and in doing so, I relived parts of my experience that I thought I had left 
behind. Thus, I needed time to recover before I could continue conducting this study. 
Bracket Seven: A Thin Tolerance  
I knew from the start that I had developed a significantly thin level of tolerance for 
narcissists and their abusive nature. It is as though I can see the red flag within the first minutes 
of interaction. I know how they talk, how they charm, and at a gut level, I can intuit when 
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something is sketchy through the early interactions with these kinds of people. I have become 
highly sensitive to their presence, and I have developed a very rigid boundary when it comes to 
my values and their predatory nature. Having come from the end of the spectrum where I 
practically lived unvalidated, voiceless, and as a doormat for at least half my life, I had to put in 
a herculean amount of personal work to return to who I am, what I am not willing to 
compromise, my boundaries, and getting myself out of the abusive cycles. For this reason, I 
wanted to be mindful and approach each participant with concern for their own sensitivities, 
personal work, and to be sure there was a healing purpose to their journey out of guilt, self-
recrimination, and potential trauma. I also entered this process aware of my nature to walk away 
instantly from these situations, along with my inability to remain patient and observe people 
staying in abusive cycles without doing anything to remove themselves from it. The growth 
never ends and hearing the participants’ stories (as supposed to only knowing mine) was a 
hopeful idea in moving the needle to bring broader awareness and education about these 
damaging dynamics.  
Bracket Eight: The Issue in the Workplace 
I struggle with how narcissistic abusers seem to have the perfect career strategy to 
position themselves for roles of leadership, power, and authority. As someone who has held 
senior leadership roles, I cannot register that someone with that privilege would not use the 
influence for good versus merely self-advancement and taking pleasure in humiliating anyone 
who gets in the way of their agenda. If I cannot exercise my integrity, and the inherent honor 
afforded as a leader to do positive things and help other people grow, my title or how much 
money I am being paid is of little importance. Many people have told me that I am out of touch 
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to think that way, but I have rejected generous compensation packages and have taken a great 
deal of personal risks for making the decision to never associate myself with narcissistic leaders 
or cultures. I am strongly biased in the sense that I do not typically stick around organizations 
that promote covert abuse as a reward to leadership, neither do I take a by-standing stance to 
those who are being victims of this cruelty. I wanted to conduct this study to give it a fair shot 
and explore the workplace as an ill patient and give a voice to those who are still trying to enter 
the organization to do work with integrity. I do not see business performance goals and having a 
healthy culture as mutually exclusive ideas. I think if more stories of victims are known and 
more leaders are empowered to help, we can offer the younger emerging leaders a healthy model 
of behaviors to look up to. Today, they are learning that self-promotion and narcissistic abuse 
(e.g., backstabbing, gaslighting, etc.) is an appropriate catapult to their goals and these behaviors 
misguide them to be that way which perpetuates the problem. Unfortunately, in my experience, 
HR, senior leadership, or other internal support that could dismantle the toxicity are often the 
ones to create it and are not equipped to even start the right conversation.  
Delineating Units of Meaning 
This second step will present each participant’s story as its own. Each story will follow a 
baseline meaning-making perspective which can help to identify in future explicitation steps the 
existence and pervasiveness of narcissistic abuse in the workplace.  
Participant 1 
 This is a female sales enablement advisor with a fifteen-year tenure in her current 
organization, a global high-tech corporation. She resides in Canada. Participant 1 begins her 
story with her current direct manager who is a male vice-president (VP.) Participant 1 was being 
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assigned to take over ownership of a new technology even though that was initially another team 
member role (I will refer to this person as team member 2.) During one-to-one meetings, where it 
is just herself and her boss, the VP shares personal information about not knowing what to do 
with team member 2. He asked Participant 1 to not say anything to anyone [about his struggle], 
and in an off handed comment, he changes topic and advised that Participant 1 could have 
looked at the analytics for the usage of the technology but then he said he gave that assignment 
to another team member to work on. Subsequently during another one-to-one session, the VP 
elaborates further on his struggles with deciding to assign the new technology ownership to 
Participant 1 expressing that team member 2 is not happy: “[Team member 2] was upset with my 
decision to give you ownership of the new technology, but I do not know where to put him on 
the team,” said the VP. These negative comments behind team member 2 continued to happen 
multiple times. “You would think getting recognition for a job well done would make you feel 
good, but something felt off and not right, and I could not seem to move forward or pass those 
feelings,” Participant 1 expressed about how these private interactions with her boss left her 
feeling unease given she was being selected for the assignment and team member 2 being 
removed. “It didn’t feel right to share all that with me as we are not close. I felt unsure of what 
would really happen,” she further explained it was an uncomfortable position to be put in 
opposition with her teammate. Participant 1 found strange that her boss would confide his 
struggle with deciding how to organize the team while his role assignments were creating tension 
between myself and team member 2. It was surprising for Participant 1 that this would be 
disclosed with her by a person in high position oversharing of information about another 
employee. These meetings with her boss left her confused and unable to understand what fully 
happened in those conversation, but after the meetings she felt unhappy and as if she had done 
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something wrong to harm team member 2. The main trigger for Participant 1 in these interactions 
took her back to past relationships where she had been verbally abused which prompts her to 
seek praise, and when she receives criticism immediately prompts her to think she has failed. 
Being caught in those interactions where her boss undermined her teammate to give her the 
better position in the team automatically activated her fear response and self-doubt: “I 
remembered reading narcissists like to draw you into their personal space, and have you trust 
them, and they also make you believe they have your best interest in mind. Through counselling 
and experience, I have learned that this is not always the case. I find they can also pick up easily 
on people’s self-confidence (or lack thereof) and know how to use it against you.” Through this 
self-assessment, Participant 1 was now alert she could have been dealing with a person of 
authority who could easily inflict narcissistic abuse in the team.  
 When asked about what kind of workplace support, she turned to for help, in order to 
bring clarity and settle with her experience with this VP, Participant 1 responded: “There was no 
support [at work.] I could not fully share the events as it was personal information, and I did not 
want to get around to my boss or anyone. First, I talked it through with my husband, but he could 
not help me with finding the right words on why this did not feel right. Then I had a conversation 
with someone outside of work who has experienced narcissism, and she helped me to put it into 
words what was happening. I was able to identify this as something that a narcissistic person will 
do to throw you off your game.” Participant 1 shared that she resorted to outside support since 
there was no support structure at work at all, other than turning to other trusted coworkers and 
having conversations off the record, as they could also understand what happens in the 
environment. In this case, talking to someone internal was not an option given the power position 
of her boss and about how uncomfortable her situation had been: 
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“Nobody teaches you these things growing up. We never learned about narcissistic 
behavior.” Participant 1 engages in discussions amongst friends where she has learned 
more about narcissistic behavior and has become more vigilant to not fall in these 
dynamics at work: “I just try to understand why they overshare information and figure 
out ways to avoid issues in the future.”  
Participant 1’s main concern was feeling set up by her own boss and seemingly put 
against her coworker in competition for that technology assignment: “I never realized until 
recently that this kind of behavior is not normal and should not be accepted by employees. I no 
longer want to keep working in that environment for a long period of time. Due to financial 
reasons, I may have to suffer through but through counselling and friendships this can be dealt 
with, but it is something we [employees] should not have to live with. I want to know more about 
this [narcissistic abuse] and how to protect myself. As I look back over the history of my work 
environment, this is happening way too much, and it really bothers me. If I am unable to change 
my workplace then I need to learn to equip myself with the tools I need to not let this behavior 
influence my own behavior with others or allow it to hurt my own self-worth.” She also offered a 
recommendation for what could have been helpful for her if support existed in the workplace: 
“There needs to be more knowledge and understanding of this behavior in different departments 
such as senior levels and HR, and the employees should have resources available to assist with 
dealing with these dynamics at work. It comes down to knowledge and talking with people who 
have experienced this behavior prior. From what I have read, I can see gaslighting actually goes 
on way more in the workplace than I previously realized, and this comes down to knowledge and 
awareness.”  
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Participant 2 
This female senior manager has been in her current organization for three years. She 
works in a global high-tech corporation. She resides in the UK. Participant 2 shared a few stories 
in her input to this study. One recent anecdote with her current supervisor, followed with a 
detailed email describing different scenarios in her workplace where she has been exposed to 
narcissistic abuse in the past. She began her story with what seemed to be a simple task requested 
by her manager, a senior male leader: to produce a communications plan. She narrated how she 
had taken time to research and review current methods as some channels of communication have 
halted for some months and created a new plan. She then scheduled an hour meeting and 
presented her ideas to her boss. The manager expressed that he really liked what Participant 2 
proposed, and immediately stated that he (not participant 2) would be the person socializing the 
plan with the other senior leaders to get their buy in. Furthermore, he had already arranged a 
meeting soon with a new SVP of Sales Operations and Strategy and took away the deliverable 
Participant 2 produced. She typically feels a sense of pride when delivering good work and in the 
moment receiving positive feedback was good to hear. However, she explained being very 
mindful that her manager would take credit for her work when presenting it to the other senior 
leaders. This awareness shifted her mood around the experience, and she became frustrated to 
being treated as she was incapable of presenting her work herself. “It didn't affect me for too 
long as it is an expected behavior, and I know it's not me, it's about him!” she continued sharing, 
while quickly resorting to her previous knowledge about narcissism: “I am aware that traits of a 
narcissist include being very charming and then taking credit for work that they have not done 
themselves. It wasn't really a big event, but I know I have one colleague who I can share my 
frustrations with.” Participant 2’s support system in the workplace happens to be a colleague she 
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confides in, and who both share the experience of this manager and what they see as “typical 
behavior of him” and a shared frustration.  
In a follow-up email, Participant 2 expanded around a previous period in her organization 
where she recalled witnessing narcissistic abuse either as a recipient or as an observer. Below is 
a summary of her broader experience in her own words and the explanation of the large 
ecosystem of enablers and impacted team members: 
The Senior Vice President (SVP) of Europe, Middle East, and Asia (EMEA.) “I 
remember when the SVP of EMEA interviewed me [for this job] that he seemed charming, and 
passionate for his job. When I started working [here], I noticed from afar how people seemed to 
be in awe of him and spent their time trying to please him and be part of ‘the boys club.’ I went 
the other way, realising that he was someone who couldn’t be trusted, he wanted to take centre 
stage all of the time and his emotions were on par with a toddler, which made him unstable! You 
never knew which side of him you would encounter during meetings with him. It was always his 
show, but it was whether or not you were playing the part of his friend or the villain! There were 
multiple HR grievances against him, yet nothing happened. He was seen to be the golden person 
by the then COO, because he was bringing in money. Which transpired it was through bullying 
customers; sending threatening compliance letters to customers for having used more licenses 
and demanding more money to upgrade to the next suite, amongst other things! Here are some 
examples of his behaviour:  
1. Every morning he would go around and shake people’s hands, and then some of the 
sales people would get horrible emails about something he didn’t like shortly after. 
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2. The dress policy was fairly relaxed, but an email was sent out saying at the end of the 
quarter people had to wear business attire. One of the sales team didn’t see it and was 
in the office with jeans and a shirt on. As the rep was leaving the office, [the SVP of 
Sales] called him into his is office, the rest of his ‘boys club’ were in there, and he 
belittled the sales person for wearing jeans in front of everyone, and of course, they 
all mirrored his behaviour and started to say horrible comments as well. 
3. On a sales forecast call, one of the directors was off, and two of the sales people from 
the team were on the call, he didn’t like the way the figures had been projected, which 
was something that the director had put together before they were off, and the team 
were sharing that information, he got cross and shouted at them and told them he was 
taking them to HR for their actions. Then wouldn’t speak to them for ages.  
4. His SLT team were just as bad as him. All very sexist and perverted. Their offices 
were in a row next to each other, which you had to walk past to get to the bathroom or 
certain meeting rooms, and I used to refer to it as the corridor of doom.” 
The Vice President (VP) of Channel. “He always spoke about himself [and] found 
excitement when he had to fire people. [He] was rude to people. I had to travel with him to 
Turkey once and found out a bit of his backstory: He had a club foot when he was younger 
which got corrected, but it meant that he was bullied when he was younger. He didn’t do well at 
school initially, [so he] started to build computers and made a small business from it. From that, 
he decided to go and get a decent education, and I think he got a first in his degree. He’s married 
with two kids.” 
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The Vice President (VP) of Sales. “Everything was about him; how great he was. He 
would walk around the office like a peacock, parading himself around. He would also come out 
of his office to tell a story in the open [office] and would actively try to engage people in his 
stories about someone who had done something wrong, or something he had done that was so 
amazing. His behaviour out of the office seemed to have been bad (I didn’t witness this firsthand, 
as I chose not to socialise with them.) There was once instance where they were all at the local 
pub as it was end of quarter, and he was drunk and ended up throwing a pint glass at a member 
of staff. He was responsible for the Middle East, and one occasion socialised in a bar in Dubai 
where there were midgets, and I was told he was being really disrespectful to them, and he would 
force his team to go out and socialise. One of his team in Dubai put a complaint in about his 
behaviour, as he was religious, didn’t drink, etc. and saw the VP’s behaviour as something so 
against what he believed in.  
When [the said VP] left [the organization], he started working for one of our [partners]. I 
was helping with field marketing, and he had been asked to talk at one of our events. I was 
unfortunately sat next to him, but he did show me a WhatsApp group chat that was called ‘the 
big deal lads’ which comprised of the [SVP of EMEA, the VP of Channel,] him and a couple of 
others. He gladly showed me a message where he had told them all how bad the event was, and 
how he was about to give his presentation ‘that would show everyone how it was done.’ I also 
saw other messages where they were thinking they were so great, etc. and it made me feel I sick 
to think of these supposedly grown men, acting like children. He was in the army previously and 
has been married three times and has two kids.” 
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The Director of Sales. “It was through [this Director] that I got my job [at this 
organization.] Again, when I met him, he seemed very charming, but I soon changed my mind 
about him. He was based in Canada, and then changed roles and came to the UK. He was another 
one who would [want to please] the SVP of EMEA all the time. He was so arrogant and 
condescending. I once walked past him, and he was talking to two junior sales people and heard 
him say ‘and that’s how you get a f---ng deal done,’ yet he had no selling experience himself! 
[The SVP of EMEA] would hold big deal reviews, and one week we were in back-to-back 
reviews with each of the appropriate [staff] joining the core team. During one of these meetings, 
[the said Director of Sales] came in, and considering there were a few is us in a meeting, he had 
gone to the coffee shop beforehand and only got one for him and [the SVP of EMEA.] I jokingly 
called him out on it, and something as innocent as that, was the worst thing I could have done! 
He asked for some benchmarking to be carried out, and as this was outside of my role, I emailed 
[my previous manager] after the meeting to see if this is something we did [in our team,] and if 
so, whether one of the [interns] could do it. An [intern] was assigned to do it, and I sent it to him 
a day before it was due, saying that if he wanted anything else/different to let me know. This 
resulted in him phoning up [my previous manager] saying that, if I did not understand the ask, I 
should have set some time in his calendar to go through it. Thankfully, [my previous manager] 
had my back and said I had done what I should have.  
So, I thought that was over and done with. Fast forward a couple of weeks later, I was at 
an event and there was another deal review that I had to dial in for. [The SVP of EMEA] lost it 
on the phone with me saying he had expected me to have carried out benchmarking. I then got a 
call from Victoria to say that Florian had sent an email out to a few people saying what was the 
purpose of me etc. I explained to her that I had carried out research on the company but had not 
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done the benchmarking because 1) it wasn’t my job, and 2) no one asked me to do it! It 
transpired that [the Director of Sales] had been telling him that I should be doing that, and he 
should expect it at these meetings! [My previous manager] ended up having a meeting with [the 
SVP of EMEA] and it was resolved, but I wasn’t ‘allowed’ to have any time with him to discuss 
it. I did however speak to [the Director of Sales] and said to him that he had caused all of this for 
no reason whatsoever, and in the future if there was something that he wanted me to be doing, he 
should come to me directly rather than assume it is something I would/should do! [The Director 
of Sales] and his wife are childhood sweethearts. They have one daughter. His father doesn’t 
think that he was good enough, so he has spent a lot of his time trying to better himself for his 
Dad’s approval.” 
Participant 3 
This participant is an American female working as an analyst for the US Federal Government. 
She has been in organization for 28 years. Her testimony is based on what she witnessed 
happening recently to a colleague. Said colleague had engaged in a romantic relationship with a 
male coworker. This man had history with Participant 3’s colleague’s boss as he also dated her 
boss' best work friend. While the situation in this case created a number a blur lines between 
personal and professional scenarios, Participant 3 shared her story mostly with concerned around 
the vulnerable conditions her colleague got herself into as it turned out to be a what Participant 3 
experiences as a “vicious triangle.” For instance, there is apprehension from the boss who 
expressed to Participant 3’s colleague to stop the personal relationship with this man due to the 
conflicting impact in the workplace initiated for her boss and best work friend, whom previously 
got involved with the man: “My colleague’s boss expressed that my colleague has not only 
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damaged her previous friendship, but accused my colleague of being disengaged (due to her 
romantic relationship) and not giving all to her job like she should be. Basically, stating that my 
colleague can't be counted on.” Knowing this situation had put her work ethics into question, the 
colleague sought support in Participant 3 sharing her feelings of anger after the “misjudgment,” 
especially since the boss has been frequently changing the colleague’s days in the office without 
previous notice and selecting inconvenient days and times she cannot adjust for, to which 
Participant 3 has observed that: “She is working hard and doing her job. She feels that her boss' 
comments about her not working hard enough are misconstrued as she puts over eight hours of 
work a day and gets called on her off hours frequently and rarely gets to use her vacation time.” 
This is a complicated scenario to determine the reason for the abuse, considering there is a 
personal relationship in the midst, however this boss has history of not treating other employees 
in the unit the same way: “she appears to be vindictive and personally (or by proxy) retaliating 
against my colleague for 1) making the boss look bad, and 2) for having allowed this romantic 
relationship with common counterpart.” This colleague turns to friends for support and sounding 
board, and she is also taken steps to stand up to her boss to address the abusive nature of the 
accusations on her integrity and trying to separate the personal situation from the professional 
roles and responsibilities. 
Participant 4 
This participant is retired male executive whose story revolves around his time in a non-
profit environmentally focused organization. His role as Chief Operating Officer (COO) was 
created to as address challenges associated with rapid growth and a young, inexperienced 
workforce within the organization. He reportedly went into this leadership role with great 
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enthusiasm. His reporting line was direct to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) whom Participant 
4 described as initially being “a very charming, high energy, appealing, empathetic and 
supportive guy.” Quickly Participant 4 learned that the CEO had established a small group of 
‘trusted advisors' who were his eyes and ears into the organization, or as Participant 4 came to 
experience them, “little spies… Anything that they thought [the CEO] might not like they would 
report back to him. This group of ‘trusted advisor' were all outcasts: they were not physically 
attractive; they were not people who were embraced by others.” Participant 4’s memories of this 
group surrounding the CEO was how he (the CEO) found weaknesses in people so he could 
manipulate them emotionally. The CEO relied particularly on a female employee whom 
Participant 4 referred to as his “hatchet person”, who terrorized much of the staff with impunity. 
A couple of scenarios shared by participant 4 further illustrate his experience in this work 
environment: 
“I Was Wrong.” In his role as a COO of this non-profit organization, Participant 4 took 
it upon himself (assuming the natural authority of his leadership role) to address incentive and 
performance compensation at a time that young staff demanded large wage increases without 
material changes in responsibility.  Oblivious to the potential outcome of acting alone in 
addressing the issue, Participant 4 was approached by the “hatchet woman” who reprimanded 
him by saying: “you really upset [the CEO] and better make it right and fix it for him.” He was 
taken by surprise when approached by a third party instead of receiving a direct communication 
from the CEO (to whom he reported to) saying something along the lines of: “hey, you really 
screwed up.”  Participant 4 expressed: “I quickly discovered that I had a tremendous amount of 
responsibility and very little authority. While I admitted I was wrong, I did not like the indirect 
communication. I realized I had crossed a boundary, and felt shocked: “Oh, My God! I did 
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something wrong and now I am in big trouble.” He narrated how this incident made him feel like 
a child again and was a turning point in the relationship with the CEO. Trust had been broken 
and replaced with tension that made him (Participant 4) walk on eggshells and be suspicious of 
the CEO. 
The External Consultants. On occasions when an external consultant was brought in to 
provide services to the organization’s leadership as well as the BOD. more was revealed about 
this environment. Participant 4 shared two specific scenarios: a) a time when he (Participant 4) 
brought in a team facilitator to help with leadership retreat, and b) another time when the BOD 
contracted a big consulting firm. 
The team facilitation activity intended to support the development of Participant 4’s 
immediate senior leadership team. An important part of the exercise included collecting 360-
feedback from employees regarding the team and the state of the organization. The facilitator 
then was tasked with debriefing such data during the team retreat. The employee data uncovered 
concerns with the way in which the ‘hatchet woman’ and the CEO behaved. The ‘hatchet woman 
was presented with the data findings which included the “undercurrent of fear and distrust” 
resulting from her behavior. Participant 4 proceeded to describe how the CEO became enraged 
and stopped the event saying, “it was unacceptable, and they were being attacked.” The CEO 
told Participant 4 he did not want to see the facilitator again because he was not “a competent 
professional.” In short, Participant 4 explained that the CEO blamed the facilitator for creating an 
environment that led to the negative feedback, rather than embrace the feedback and take action 
to address it.  
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In a separate occasion, the BOD brought in a prominent consulting firm to assess aspects 
of the organization. Participant 4 shared that, “the fearless consultant,” quickly discerned what 
Participant 4 already knew: “the CEO’s leadership style is toxic.” The team of consultants, in 
counsel with Participant 4, had to modify approaches and buried most of the reporting, 
considering where things were headed after the experience with the team facilitator in the retreat 
earlier described: “We know what the problem is here,” the consultants bluntly shared with 
Participant 4, “this narcissistic idiot.” Participant 4 strongly encouraged the consultant not to call 
out the CEO in an open meeting, as that would likely end their engagement and put Participant 4 
in jeopardy. At a subsequent meeting, the consultant stated plainly where the dysfunction in the 
organization. The CEO became enraged and immediately after the meeting ordered Participant 4 
to fire the consultant.  
It is relevant to further contextualize the CEO’s relationship with the BOD, according to 
Participant 4’s story: “He [the CEO] had the BOD in his palm. He would charm them but behind 
doors he would excoriate them and call them names.” When it came to holding the CEO 
accountable for misconduct, Participant 4 recalled a time when the CEO came to him with a 
proposal to fund an unbudgeted, seven-digit monetary donation to a well-known foundation. 
While Participant 4 advised against the said unbudgeted funding, this CEO “loved to rub elbows 
with famous people,” and his favorite celebrity was the head of the foundation. The CEO 
ultimately gave the donation to the foundation without consultation with or approval of the BOD. 
Participant 4 shared that when the BOD found out, the CEO was dressed down in a closed-door 
meeting and given a slap on the hand in the form of a modest cap on how much unbudgeted 
funding he could authorized. Other than calling him out on his misstep, he did not suffer any 
repercussions.  
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Human Resources. As the COO, Participant 4 was also the head of Human Resources 
(HR.) In this capacity, he had first line oversight over employee relations issues. He shared in the 
interview of having had to deal with abusive behavior towards women being tolerated across the 
organization, and in a couple occasions received direct escalations about “disturbing situations” 
where female employees would come to his office for counsel for coping with abuse they had 
suffered: “People were intimidated. Senior male leaders would intimidate women.” When asked 
about actions he took to address these serious complaints, Participant 4 expressed guilt for taking 
a passive approach in which he would advise these women on the potential ramifications of 
taking the escalation forward, and the lasting legacy this action would create for them: “My role 
was to be a sounding board; they knew they could trust me and I would advise them to guide 
their next actions based on potential foreseeable consequences. I did a lot of coaching and 
counseling to navigate in these trouble waters. In hindsight I was a part of that, and I didn’t want 
things to blow up on me too.”   
The Organization Was His Family. “He [the CEO] would refer to staff as a family. The 
trusted advisors were his inner family, then there was the rest of us,” Participant 4 begins to 
unfold the setting for these dynamics to take place. At the early stages of the working 
relationship, Participant 4 said the CEO would give him gifts, pay for trips, and disclose stories 
about his personal life with the intention to establish trust quickly: “…dysfunctional family 
dynamics; how he was mistreated by a former employer; that he understood what it was like to 
work for a boss who was abusive and not transparent… I was like ‘this is great,’ my previous 
boss was also abusive,” Participant 4 continued while recollecting memories of how paternalism 
was deep and strong in the organization: “In the culture he was dad. I was the oldest person in 
the team. The team was his kids, and he used that kind of paternalistic language.” The CEO 
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would put people in their ego-child state as Participant 4 described the shaming and humiliating 
experience of how not living up to the CEO’s expectations felt close to what a dysfunctional 
parent would to a child: “I had not experienced this in the workplace before. If daddy wasn’t 
happy then you were basically put in the corner with your back turned to the class and dunce cap 
on your head. I saw him do it with other people, and it got worse as time went by and as I got 
deeper into the organization. ‘Dad’ was almost never ‘home’, off attending events with famous 
people. I became very loved in the organization as I attempted fill the leadership gap.”  
Participant 4 expands on this seemingly family dynamic sharing that in meetings with staff and 
the board that CEO would refer to him as his ‘work wife’ even when this term was applied to a 
straight, white, middle aged male executive: “The first time that happened it felt awkward, but I 
assumed it was his way of saying how close we were and how important the relationship was to 
him. But when it happened several other times over the next 4 years, I realized exactly what it 
was. I never called him on it, as I knew he’d just find other ways to send the message, just like 
my own father did when I’d confront him.”  Validating that experience at work would happen 
only with people Participant 4 trusted and who were also exposed and recognized the dynamic. 
Other than that, he would confide in his wife who would often say 'he's always been good to you' 
to which Participant 4 would insist something psychological was going on. He would lastly also 
talk to his therapist: “I got sucked into my own family dynamics in this job. My father was 
abusive and a narcissist too. He was a very charming and smart guy, and people loved him, but if 
things did not go dad's way, he was not happy and my role in the family was to protect people 
from my father. This is what I did in this organization too.” 
The Reckoning. Participant 4 had come to realize his influence in the organization when 
the CEO began to work around him: “I was a 55-year-old man with 30 years of work experience 
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and not easy to manipulate. I became very trusted and a go-to person at all levels, from the teams 
to the BOD. He [the CEO] began to feel threatened. I had developed more credibility because of 
who I was. Just to make clear, gender, age, and sexual preference don’t offer protection from 
malignant narcissists who need to dominate anyone who they perceive as a threat.” It was not 
until Participant’s 4’s departure from this organization that he learned that the CEO had 
attempted to smear his reputation with the senior leadership team and BOD: “he [the CEO] had 
asked them not to speak with me because I had behaved so irresponsibly to the organization for 
giving a two-week notice. That was a lie. I never got over that, and people with whom I had 
enjoyed close relationships with went along with his assertion and never spoke to me after I left. 
I only learned about what happened from a member of the BOD who thought it shameful of the 
CEO but did nothing.”  
In the final stages of the interview, Participant 4 shared with regret that he loved the work 
and the people, and for that reason most of the time what he did was to navigate around the CEO: 
“I was successful at it, but it got to the point where I was being super stressed out because I knew 
I was getting set up. I would tell my wife, ‘I will quit before I let that happen, even if I don't have 
a job’.” He did find a great job, but left feeling betrayed: “The lack of closure nags at me, 
especially because you don't even see it coming. It took a conscious effort to come to terms with 
what had happened and put it in a box to remind myself that in the big scheme of things I'm so 
blessed. This wasn't about me; it was about him.” Participant 4 also expressed how to this date he 
fantasized about receiving a note from this CEO saying he is sorry: “At times I think to reach out 
[to the CEO] to ask: what did I do to deserve this kind of behavior? and how did this happen? but 
then I stop.”   
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The “hatchet woman” in this story reached out to Participant 4 two years after his departure from 
the organization and said she only recently had begun to see how far she got sucked into the 
CEO’s game: “he was a master manipulator,” she confessed with genuine remorse to Participant 
4. It was a meaningful validation of what Participant 4 had experienced. He maintains a mentor 
relationship with several of his former direct reports who were outside of the senior management 
team.  
Participant 5 
This female executive works in the human resources field. She is based on the United 
States and has over 15 years of experience. In her interview, Participant 5 opened off the get-go 
sharing she had encountered many individuals with narcissistic traits since the beginning of her 
professional life. When asked to select the most significant story, she moved quickly to bring up 
the memory of three individuals who stood out in her mind as being “really bad.” She ended by 
focusing on the one who her view impacted her the most negatively. The first story she shared 
involved a situation in which a colleague confronted the narcissist about their behavior--calling 
out the behavior as manipulative and divisive. The narcissist was "so good at their game that they 
able to twist the situation around," resulting in the colleague who confronted them being 
reprimanded. “What I experienced in this person was that they were very manipulative. They 
cozied up to their superiors while making other people look bad, and they were extremely good 
at it,” Participant 5 shared that seeing this happening to other people made her feel like she was 
not 100% alone. She then expanded on how her colleague would display an overly friendly 
behavior to people who were either superior in rank or in no way a threat. “They would cozy up 
to the leader; the leader loved them.” Participant 5 brought up with a sense of residual disgust 
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how this person had taken multiple people down: “they would take me down too if I let them,” 
she remarked. Participant 5 described how she tried to deal with this situation the best way that 
she could, for example not staying in situations alone with this person: “No alone calls. No alone 
meetings. No alone emails. I just limited contact as much as I could,” while also regretting how 
the extra self-protection indicated a coping mechanism on her part that did not necessarily seem 
healthy or productive, though was needed for survival. 
As we deepened into the questions for the interview, Participant 5 shared more detail 
around her direct experience with this colleague and the dynamic leading to stress and anxiety:   
Taking Credit. Participant 5 remembered with a level of distress times when her 
colleague would take credit for work they did not produce: “I would create a deliverable, and 
they would then send it to our department leader saying they created it after making subtle 
changes that were not consequential, for example: a title re-wording.” Situations like that 
happened on a routine basis and were almost imperceptible in the fast-paced work environment 
Participant 5 was a part of. The lack of professional ethics in stealing people’s ideas and work 
was a significant trigger point for Participant 5 whom experienced stress, anxiety, and frustration 
to the point of wanting to avoid the environment. As a self-defined “strong person,” Participant 5 
did not find herself self-doubting about the nature of her colleague’s behavior, although she 
would heavily focus on her mental strength by walking away or trying to avoid the person to 
degree possible and not let the dynamic get the best of her. 
Lying. In a separate occasion, Participant 5 had to collaborate with her colleague on a 
task related to the person’s role. The situation involved a customer and both colleagues agreed 
that the “best option” was less than ideal, but the best alternative given the constraints. 
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Participant 5 and her colleague sat on opposite sides of a divider in an open floor plan office. Not  
realizing they were being overheard as they gossiped on the line with another colleague, the 
individual began sharing a much altered version of the story, portraying Participant 5 as 
incompetent—omitting and blatantly misrepresenting facts: “I immediately messaged this person 
through our  team chat that what I heard them saying was categorically untrue: ‘I did not say 
that, and it is the  exact opposite of what I said,’ to which this person responded: ‘LOL.’ No 
apology. I didn’t think it was funny. I literally had to leave my desk and go to get on the phone 
with somebody immediately: ‘I can't deal with this. I just can't’.” Participant 5 once again 
recalled a strong emotional response feeling her heart racing, palms are sweaty, and as though 
she was trapped in an environment where it was going to be hard to be successful. 
Hiding Flaws. One other example can be drawn from the following seemingly 
uneventful situation: Participant 5’s colleague in this story had produced a deliverable aiming to 
communicate with an executive audience. The materials were delivered to Participant 5’s 
executive customer with obvious mistakes such as poor grammar, incorrect citations, and 
careless formatting. Once received, the customer returned the materials to Participant 5 
remarking on the poor quality and asking for corrections before using the content for 
presentation purposes. In response to the customer, Participant 5 asked her colleague for the 
corrections. The colleague edited the materials to fix the issues, then sent a note to department 
leadership with a clean copy saying that Participant 5 of making a big deal out of the situation, 
since the document was fine: “This person literally wrote that I was being ‘too picky’ in 
suggesting corrections to the materials, and meanwhile, it was the client who had complained of 
quality issues. And this person further claimed that there were no quality issues, after they had 
changed the document.” In this exchange, Participant 5 experienced the manipulative nature of 
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the event. In her view, the colleague very much tried to “protect their place in the world” because 
ultimately, they felt threatened: “I was definitely competition for them. These kinds of incidents 
happened too often and ate at me every day. I had it constantly on my mind to avoid this person 
– like, I couldn’t have a conversation in the elevator with them, because I knew it would be 
misconstrued.”   
This person was fine with those oblivious to the behavior, but the people in the ‘threat’ 
category would all have the same experience. They [the narcissist] would warm up to you when 
they wanted something from you (information, your relationships,) and it would feel really warm 
and nice for a little bit, and then suddenly you recognize ‘oh, I'm being used.’ When you are 
strong and self-aware of your boundaries, the experience [with narcissism] is going to smack you 
in the face; if you are not that self-aware it doesn’t quite hit you the same way. We all to some 
degree can get in that situation of ‘oh, wait a minute, what just happened there? This is 
unhealthy.' I think there are also more bendable and flexible people with more tolerance and 
willingness to put up with these behaviors. I’m not sure if that is better or worse, but those 
people do get rewards for surviving in that environment. I just can’t.”   
 Although an HR professional, Participant 5’s support system was limited to one close 
colleague, who was experiencing the same things she did, and they would check in with each 
other. In parallel, she also became support for other people who started coming to talk about their 
experiences: “Sadly, I sit in HR. So, when those behaviors are displayed or tolerated by your 
own leadership, which supposed to know all about these things, it's very hard. We didn’t really 
have a good support system at all. The senior level leader was very problematic – insecure, 
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passive-aggressive. In addition, this individual [the narcissist] bragged about getting another HR 
leader fired—they actually told me how. I had no leader who I could go to.  
 Participant 5 addressed her personal story given her awareness and context to recognize 
the nature of the toxic dynamics experienced at work. She described her younger self as very 
scrappy and tenacious, and while confident she will make it through any adversity, it would not 
by running over other people. Participant mentioned not recognizing toxic behaviors growing up 
until she began to learn about these dynamics at work, which in retrospect caused her to realize 
similar patterns were present to a degree in her own family: Other experiences at work had the 
same flavor to differing degrees: self-promotion, stealing credit, trying to exclude and keep you 
out of conversations, activities, and so on, so that you wouldn’t be a threat. “So many of these 
people get to leadership positions which tells me the 'strategy’ works, and that is sad. They lie 
their way into leadership roles running over people who are far more qualified. It has happened 
to me. I question sometimes, ‘where do I fit?’ because I'm not going to behave that way.”   
  In closing the interview, we discussed the idea of successfully dealing with her situations. 
Participant 5 mentioned that her way to deal with toxic behaviors is by not allowing them to 
exert control and manipulation and simply walking away: “Defining success is an interesting 
concept: what is successful? Avoiding or running? I don't know that you are ‘successful’ with 
these types of people because they ultimately win, not by getting to you, but by chasing you 
away. In my case, these work experiences didn’t destroy me, but dealing with those behaviors 
did cause me emotional trouble, and I did end up leaving. The environment overall was toxic, not 
this person alone, but they had a huge influence in the toxicity of that environment. This person’s 
behavior was widely known among their peers but missed by their superiors. It makes it a very 
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toxic environment when your own leader is enabling the abuser to abuse. Like in one of my 
examples, instead of investigating when someone called out this person’s bullying behavior, the 
person who reported it was punished. So, what does that say about the leader and the overall 
environment? I think about this experience yet today. Most days I feel okay, like I’m out, I'm 
free; I don't have that sick feeling in my stomach anymore! which feels wonderful. But every 
now and then, I do get a little annoyed or bitter. In the end, they are still there, enjoying the 
perks. Even when it was a toxic environment, there were things I liked about the job. I was 
highly successful and enjoyed my customers greatly. Those thoughts come back and haunt you, 
but I remind myself that that environment had nothing to offer me. Things like that tend to be 
systemic.  I would not have been able to cope for long in fear, with a pain in my stomach, 
anxiety, and hyper-vigilance. There is a sense of relief when you leave.”   
Participant 6 
This testimony comes from another female executive who works as a senior executive of 
clinical project management in the bio-tech industry. She is based in the United States. Her 
interview began with her sharing her experience in preparing to meet with me and trying to 
choose what parts of her experience would be most relevant to this study. She started by sharing 
how surprised she was with herself recalling many instances in her professional life where she 
had been involved in seemingly narcissistic abusive situations: “We've all had bad bosses, so I 
want to be careful that I don’t label someone as a narcissist just because I don’t like them. I’ve 
also reading a lot lately about the kind of leader I don’t want to be. Those kinds of articles about 
the issue make it flat out evident. I thought initially about a man who was a former boss, though I 
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was prepared at that time to not give him much opportunity. Then the most impactful experience 
hit me, and it had been with a female, actually two.”  
Participant 6 decided to focus her story on her female boss when she was relatively a new 
project manager. She remembered being afraid of this woman at first. She described her former 
boss as “large and in charge; in the center of every conversation, beyond work or project.” First 
time she saw this woman, Participant 6 was walking into a room looking at her and thinking 
‘who is that?’: “In her appearance she was overdone - big hair, make up. I was scared to work for 
her. During my first encounter with her, she grilled me and from that point on I always needed to 
prove my work as she was very suspicious. In a separate occasion, when she got married, we all 
got invited to her wedding reception. She was my boss, so I had to go. I was also invited to the 
rehearsal dinner to clean up after her guests. I did not know that until I was there, and I was livid. 
I would have left, but I was trapped there. I felt I had been coerced into doing something that was 
demeaning. She used her position of power over my will to participate.”  
A few years later, while in the same company, Participant 6 was put in a leading capacity 
for another project that her former boss also had oversight responsibilities. There was a potential 
of confidentiality breach, and Participant 6 appointed a resource to investigate the issue through 
online research and internal interviews with staff: “The client didn’t like we were investigating, 
so she [the client] called my boss, and my boss came down on me really hard about creating this 
drama that upset her client. Looking back, it was a very small issue turned into a really huge 
deal. Since I didn’t cower to her, she brought in the company's legal counsel. This guy had a 
non-sensical chat with me asking me all kinds of weird questions that were clearly meant to scare 
me. I felt I was being called on the carpet and took a lot of time to re-think the problem and what 
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I could have done wrong. I remember walking out the counsel's office thinking: “who does she 
[the boss] think she is?” Soon after this incident I gave my three-week notice, however the 
department was short on project managers to backfill for my role. In the process of me leaving 
the company, one of the clients started shaming me for not giving enough notice, which I found 
strange given I had provided proper notice. Later, I came to realize that my boss hadn't been 
transparent with this client and threw me under the bus as if I was leaving without any notice and 
without giving them any opportunity to find a replacement.” Participant 6 recounted coming out 
of this situation feeling frustration, anger, and humiliation and walking away invalidated and 
shameful for what she was unreasonably blamed: “It felt big and depressing, and sad, and it 
made me want to explode.” 
Participant 6 recalled her experience of her former boss as always looking to bump into 
the senior leader and always pushing to be seen at the higher levels: “She is a senior leader at the 
company even today, and she continues to excel and move up. I look back at that experience and 
question myself as to why I put up with it for as long as I did. I didn’t understand that I had other 
options or that I could remove myself from that situation until it was too late.” 
As the interview progressed, Participant 6 shared how she had hoped the first workplace 
experience was an anomaly, but having gone through similar dynamics with subsequent 
colleagues made clear for her that the experience with the female boss undercut her confidence: 
“When I come across those type of narcissistic leaders, I find myself wanting to make things 
better, like I wanted to make the relationship work and be seen as doing a really good job, 
accomplished, and that has made me stay longer than I should have. I have seen this pattern more 
clearly after my most recent employment where my male boss approached leadership as if 
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employees had to manage up and perform for him.” Participant 6 continued to develop her most 
recent experience around the challenging relationship with this male boss (a new CEO) even 
though her interaction with team was a positive one: “I already knew it was going to be bad, and 
I was upset to leave my team (which I had built) and other things I was proud of doing. 
However, I realized my self-esteem became too tied to what they thought of me. Now that I'm 
gone and have distance, I am able to see how bad it was.” She briefly provided context around 
what it was like to work for this man in what she described as an environment of “a lot of 
gaslighting” to the point where she and others would be concerned if this leader had memory 
issues or lack of acknowledgement of previous conversations: “it was so bad that I couldn’t 
distinguish between a mental capacity issue or whether it was deliberate. That he can do that we 
a straight face was really stunning.” 
When asked about her support system to process and validate those experiences, 
Participant 6 referred to her husband as the person who “gets to hear about it.” However, she 
preferred not to find support in her marital relationship as her husband would go straight to offer 
solutions rather than listen and provide a safe space: “For someone to suggest they have the 
answer to make these issues better is invalidating, and I don’t want that either. For me, it helps to 
acknowledge and call the issue what it actually is. So, I'd be frustrated with him and resolved to 
start playing tennis to decompress instead.” 
 Participant 6 continued to share her difficulties in finding a support system within her 
workplaces, and how she never had seen human resources (HR) as an internal entity to go to for 
support and advocacy. She described how in her experience HR would send messaging for 
people to feel comfortable denouncing and leaning on them to address workplace injustice, 
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however the culture did not allow for due process to go without exposure. Furthermore, she went 
on to explain how her awareness around the lack of workplace support is a priority that she has 
built into her leadership practice to ensure her team of direct reports feel protected and see in her 
a point of escalation in the event of facing abuse or mistreatment. In terms of support for herself, 
Participant 6 insisted that little to no support was available in times when she was feeling 
cornered by abusive people, and minimally, her closest peers would be those she could speak 
freely with and at a personal level.  
 The long-lasting effects of these experiences turned into areas of self-awareness and 
growth for Participant 6. She explained her need to develop coping mechanisms that help her to 
not ignore red flags so easily and follow her gut instinct and not engage with individuals who 
display narcissistic traits: “The wound is still open, not like a festering wound, but if I saw her 
tomorrow, I would have an adrenaline rush. I don’t dwell on this excessively but particularly 
when attending leadership development classes and reflect on good leadership, she's come up 
often as the antithesis.” She also explained how her experience as a child going through her 
parents’ divorce was a trigger still into adulthood in that when finding herself in a narcissistic 
environment her immediate mindset would be to prove to herself: "You are acting like this 
because you don’t understand that I am good at my job,” I would tell myself repeatedly in my 
head. My dad was in and out of my life. I didn’t have a really good father figure. When my mom 
became single, she wasn’t very strong and always wanted a man to do the man things for her, 
and she wanted to be taken care of. We struggled financially. Thus, from a very early age, I was 
very independent and ready to figure things out on my own. My mother was proud me, but her 
approach to being helpless made me become the opposite, so I developed big expectations for 
my career and my ability to take care of myself. I’m clear now that these foundational life 
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experiences exacerbated the feelings of hopelessness in the corporate setting, along with my need 
to prove the I was good at my job, and that I wasn’t how they [the narcissists] were choosing to 
see me.” 
 The interview ended with Participant 6’s appreciation for having the opportunity to speak 
about her stories, the guidance provided to prepare mentally, and the materials used to organize 
her thoughts which allowed her to recognize the connectivity to the overall experience: “Having 
conversations like this, the validation, the language, the awareness helps to recognize the issue 
and how harmful and insidious it can be than people know.” 
Clustering of Units of Meaning to Form Themes 
The stories from participants documented above, while kept within their original context, 
surfaced both redundant and unique pieces of data that will be further analyzed in the subsequent 
sections. Starting with an application of the “virus” metaphor (core to the SEAM approach) as a 
theoretical framework, I proceeded to create units of meaning from redundant data around the 
existence and pervasiveness of narcissistic abuse in the workplace. These units of meaning are 
organized in themes that bring to the surface the ideological evidence (system of beliefs, values, 
and practices), organizational structures and behaviors, and ways in which the phenomenon is 
evidently propagated and rewarded within the organization. I also extended the use of concepts 
specific to narcissistic abuse as well as organization development (OD) that provided context for 
the data to be analyzed and meaning attributed.  
Ideological evidence (system of beliefs, values, and practices) of narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace.  
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the term “ideology” as: 
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a. a manner or the content of thinking characteristic of an individual, group, or culture. 
b. the integrated assertions, theories and aims that constitute a sociopolitical program. 
c. a systematic body of concepts especially about human life or culture.  
Within the above context, I will categorize the first data set to identify what from the 
participants’ stories could describe a systemic view of organizational dynamics characterized by 
narcissistic beliefs, values, and practices.  
Resemblance of Narcissistic Family Dynamics. In narcissistic family structures 
paternalism manifests through the narcissistic parent for whom the family represents two things: 
“a status symbol and an entity which they have at their disposal” and each family member plays 
a role in preserving the family image based on two things: “what kind of grandiose image the 
narcissist is attempting to maintain, and what the family member can offer” (Simon, 2016.) 
Using these beliefs as contextual reference, participants described a work environment where a 
top-down paternalistic model set the foundation for relationships and cultural values in a family-
like manner, and where adult employees either act or are treated like children. Furthermore, the 
collective testimony of participants presented data that seem to resemble the framework of true 
narcissistic families: 
• A heightened pretense around success and whether participants demonstrated an ability to 
serve this narcissistic ideology in a paternalistic environment. 
• Characters on each story described around the roles people played in contributing to the 
narcissistic dynamics such as: 
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a. The enabler or a group of enablers who provided an infrastructure that is designed to hide 
abusive or unethical practices, as well as an orbit to maintain the desired image of 
grandiosity and control. 
b. The golden child who seemed to be the role people those in leadership positions adopt in 
their effort to model the image of the organization and in reward for their apparent 
confidence, charisma, and ability to carry over the cultural narcissistic agenda. This role 
is explained in every participant’s story as the narcissistic abuser as well.  
c. The scapegoat in this study clearly represented in the participants’ role as recalled in their 
experience being on the receiver end on the narcissistic treatment. This role would be the 
target of abusive behavior such as put downs, shame, gaslighting, and smearing them as 
the ‘problem’ child. This role is perceived a as threat (mainly described in the experience 
of the participants) as it is “unable or refuses to reinforce the narcissistic ideology of the 
family [and] will be punished through being ignored, verbally or physically attacked and 
ridiculed” (Simon, 2016). 
Resemblance of the Narcissistic Abuse Cycle. If we Google “narcissistic abuse” hundreds of 
models come up (in addition to the explanation provided in the Literature Review section) that 
explain how abusive personalities hook their target victim in toxic dynamics terribly like the 
typical cycle of abuse in most domestic violence. I will resume below in my own words what this 
cycle generally entails: 
Idealize 
In this stage, the target victim is flattered, and trust building is forced to accelerate.  
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Devalue 
In this stage, tension between the target victim and the abuser begins to build up, 
communication breaks down, and subtle mistreatment takes place in the form of passive-
aggressive behavior either directly or by proxy until dynamics intensify and victim experiences 
walking on eggshells. 
Discard 
In this stage, two things can happen: the “Idealize” stage is reenacted which perpetuates 
the abuse, or the victim decides to remove themselves from the dynamic. In both situations, 
anxiety, cognitive dissonance, denial, and shame takes over the experience for the victim.  
I will use the data from the stories in this study to recreate the narcissistic abuse cycle and 
how these dynamics play out in real life: 
• Participants’ stories reported manufactured intimacy or initial special treatment that 
makes them feel unique, such as becoming quick confidants, receiving perks and gifts, or 
an apparent acceptance in the narcissistic circle. This could be categorized as the 
“Idealize” stage. 
• As stories developed, participants described work environments where employees were 
conditioned to manage up, and please or perform for those in power positions. Taken by 
surprise by situations, participants recognized how the abuser used his or her position of 
power over the target’s will to engage in the dysfunction, therefore being perceived as a 
threat. Through lying or smearing the participants with false stories to get them in 
trouble, abusers seemed to be able to get away with the tension build up and the creation 
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of a toxic work environment without any remorse. With all this happening behind doors, 
participants had to cope with isolation and having to protect themselves from the damage 
inflicted on them. This could be categorized as the “Devalue” stage. 
• In the context of the stories documented for this study, all participants developed an 
unbearable amount of distress because of the inflicted abuse. It can be assumed that the 
intolerable environment enabled by the narcissistic ideology drove the “Discard” 
conditions necessary to hook the victim back into the cycle of abuse, especially as 
participants shared their internal struggles with self-worth and need to prove themselves. 
Nevertheless, in these stories, participants chose to eventually leave or completely 
disengage.  
Organizational Structures and Behaviors Caused by the Existence of Narcissistic Abuse in the 
Workplace. 
Cummings and Worley (2009) define organization structures in terms of “how the overall 
work of the organization is divided into subunits and how these subunits are coordinated for task 
completion.” Using this premise as a lens, I will take the next data set and identify where in those 
stories the organizational structure could have been a conduit for narcissistic abusive behaviors.  
In the literature review, I also covered Godkin and Allcorn (2011) and their depiction 
around how organizations develop systemic coping mechanisms to the impact of narcissistic 
behavior on employee performance. Summarizing from Chapter Two, the authors outlined three 
main areas in which a narcissistic ideology is maintained throughout the workplace structure:  
At the Top. The authors cited Kets de Vries (2004) in that narcissism “lies in the heart of 
leadership.” 
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Across Layers in a Form of Culture. The authors explained that “extreme narcissism 
and lapses in ethical behavior may generate an ineffective institutionalized response.” 
Within Units in the Form of Organizational Identity. The authors explained that “… 
organizations can adopt collective narcissistic identities that will produce wrong (i.e., non-
virtuous) behavior. This happens because the organization’s narcissistic identity—including the 
corresponding motive to protect its identity—is more powerful than a motive to behave morally. 
Organizational identity shifts in response to destructive narcissism exercise of power. As a result, 
unethical behavior becomes institutionalized in the organizational structure and embedded in 
tactical practices” (Duchon and Drake, 2009.) 
Here is what the data from participants say with respect to how the narcissistic ideology 
was enabled by the organizational structure: 
Abuse Was Inflicted from the Top. Every story reported the abusive individual to be a 
direct line manager in a senior leadership capacity. In general, the leader would be described as 
charming, the center of attention, someone who cozies up with superiors, and the “golden child” 
that generates a benefit for the organization. These leaders’ motives and behaviors were also 
highly questioned by participants in how they perceived their integrity (or lack thereof,) for 
example in these comments: 
“They lie their way into leadership roles smashing people who are way more qualified.” 
“These people get to leadership positions which says the strategy works.” 
 Throughout the stories, the following descriptors summarize these leaders’ traits as 
mentioned by participants while recalling their experience interacting with these individuals: 
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• Self-promoting behavior 
• Stealing credit for other people’s ideas or work 
• Excluding those who are perceived as a threat 
• Lacking professional ethics 
• Mediocrity  
• Arrogance/ condescendence  
• Rudeness 
• Passive-aggressiveness 
• Covert insecurity 
In the literature, we can find that the above personality traits are defined as key 
characteristics of someone with narcissistic personality disorder  (NPD.) Without a clinical 
ability to attribute such diagnosis and using merely anecdotal constructs, it is an important 
observation to document that participants used a combination of the above descriptors for the 
person in their story who they identified as an abuser, nonetheless they also made remarks 
through the interviews that previous bosses had displayed similar behaviors and characteristics: 
“it happens all the time” and recalling “many instances encountering multiple of these people” 
are examples of their statements in this regard. 
Institutionalized Response Across Organizational Layers. When participants were asked 
about their support systems in workplace and whether they were able to report incidents 
effectively to the right instances, all of them responded along the same lines: 
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• Human Resources and/ or Ethics and Compliance departments were either inefficient or 
too risky for the person reporting to go exposed. The abuser on each story received 
protection rather than consequences for their grievances. 
• At work, participants would turn to a trusted coworker who would also be aware of the 
dynamics at play and have conversations off the record, hoping only for a sounding board 
to their keep reality in check. 
• Outside of work, participants turned to a significant other, although this would end up 
being the least preferred strategy as they received invalidation or lack of understanding of 
the issue which often created more troubling experiences at home.  
Tactical Practices Within Units. Participants shared in their stories that despite the 
climate of fear, distrust, and unethical business practices, and the constant need to cope for both 
personal and professional survival, they were successful in the working units where they could 
fulfill their responsibilities avoiding the direct impact of the narcissistic abuse cycle. That said, 
they also reported performing in positions of significant accountability, while being stripped 
away from the authority inherent to their roles. This is how the debilitating abusive cycle could 
go unnoticed and embedded in seemingly routine work practices such as one-to-one meetings, 
task requests, project assignments, phone calls, collaboration on presentation materials, and any 
other practice that would encourage expected interaction between the victim and the abuser.  
Ways in Which Narcissistic Abuse is Evidently Propagated and Rewarded Within the 
Organization 
 Participants reported in their own experiences that behaviors and dynamics are well 
known by “go under the radar” and not adverted, as Participant 5 remarked: “unless someone 
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saw the writing on the wall.” The covert factor in how narcissistic abuse happens in the 
workplace would make this area of data analysis very abstract without providing guiding context. 
In my intent to categorize specific conduits for narcissistic abuse in the workplace, I want to 
review the following perspective derived from control tactics that abusers typically employ to 
force silence on their victims:  
“The key dynamic at the center of [abuse] is fear. Even though this fear may not be 
rational, it has great power over the employee victim. It is the reason employees endure 
workplace abuse and intimidation for years without approaching management with a 
complaint… it’s the desperate need for employment and the fear of job loss that keeps 
many abused employees at work” (Benoit, 2020). 
According to participants, the fast-paced conditions of the work environment allowed for 
experiences to be difficult to spot and be put into logical words at first, even when they took 
place on a routine basis. Using Benoit’s theory about workplace abuse, I am providing further 
application of the tactics that perpetuate these dynamics represented in the stories collected for 
this study: 
• Workplace abusers are “skilled at making employees feel as though management agrees 
with them” or perceived by others as “doing something right for management to keep 
them on” (Benoit, 2020) despite the dysfunctions they create. Data from the interviews 
reported experiences of those in positions to abuse participants “charming up to 
superiors” as well as “superiors enabling the abuser to abuse” which indicates it is 
through the leadership lines that narcissistic abuse could be propagated.  
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• Workplace abusers “draw coworkers into their confidence and offer full membership into 
the ‘power group’ cultivating the idea that the bully is right. This ‘power group’ also 
represents a social safe haven… The threat of marginalization is very powerful. When 
you add the need for employment and fear of losing one’s livelihood it creates the perfect 
opportunity for emotional blackmail” (Benoit, 2020). Participants recreated in one way or 
another how their abusers were surrounded by “trusted, pleasing people” or a “boys’ 
club” that enabled them to go unnoticed but also allowed a system of reward or 
punishment whether the victim chose to comply. Should they choose not to play into the 
abusive cycle and attempted to report the abuse, they faced fear of repercussions, 
humiliation, or alienation. They witnessed those who formally reported the irregularities 
and got punished, smeared, dismissed, ostracized, or “taken down.” On the flip side, 
some stories also described how people got rewarded for “surviving” the environment, 
either by being accepted in the power groups, advancing their careers, or not losing their 
jobs.  
• Lastly, participants chose either radical avoidance or quitting their employment as their 
way to handle the situation as they seemed to figure out abuse goes unaddressed and 
abusers “ultimately win.” This seems to align with Benoit’s perspective for how 
employee victims share a common disempowering mindset that no one will believe them 
since “they know that no one has been able to get them fired. In the worst case, they have 
seen the [abuser] dispatch complainers swiftly and with ease.”  
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Summary and Interpretation of Key Findings 
Following the theoretical component of the SEAM (Socio Economic Approach 
Management) approach that is fundamentally people-centric, the redundant data found in 
participants’ stories were organized by themes that would help assess how/ if narcissistic abuse 
exists and is pervasive (as if those organizations carried a hidden TFW virus) and it might be 
going undiagnosed. The table below captures a representative summary, inclusive of verbatim 
commentary from the participants interviews. 






Data Sample Verbatim 
1. Ideological 
evidence (system of 





Enablers were superiors and/ or peers – i.e., 
 
“They would cozy up to the leader; the leader loved them” 
– Participant 5  
 
“The CEO had established a small group of ‘trusted 
advisors’ who were his eyes and ears into the 
organization” – Participant 4 
 
The golden child was the narcissist in every story – i.e.,  
 
“She was large and in charge; in the center of every 
conversation, beyond work or project” – Participant 6  
 
“He was seen to be the golden person by the then COO, 
because he was bringing in money” – Participant 2 
 
The scapegoat was the participants themselves – i.e., 
 
“It didn’t feel right to share all that with me as we are not 
close. I felt unsure of what would really happen” _ 
participant 1 
 
“She appeared to be vindictive and personally (or by 
proxy) retaliating against my colleague” – Participant 3 
 








“He was a very charming, high energy, appealing, 




“She is working hard and doing her job. She feels that her boss' 
comments about her not working hard enough are misconstrued as 
she puts over eight hours of work a day and gets called on her off 





“Defining success is an interesting concept: what is 
successful? Avoiding or running? I don't know that you 
are ‘successful’ with these types of people because they 
ultimately win, not by getting to you, but by chasing you 





2.1. At the Top.  Narcissism lies in the heart of leadership 
 
“She is a senior leader at the company even today, and she 
continues to excel and move up.” – Participant 6 
 
“These people get to leadership positions which says the 
strategy works” – Participant 5 
 
2.2. Across 
Layers in a Form 
of Culture.  
Ineffective institutionalized response 
 
“HR would send messaging for people to feel comfortable 
denouncing and leaning on them to address workplace 
injustice, however the culture did not allow for due 
process to go without exposure” - Participant 6 
 
“People were intimidated. Senior male leaders would 
intimidate women… My role was to be a sounding board; 
they knew they could trust me and I would advise them to 
guide their next actions based on potential foreseeable 
consequences. I did a lot of coaching and counseling to 
navigate in these trouble waters. In hindsight I was a part 
of that, and I didn’t want things to blow up on me too” – 
Participant 4   
 
“There was no support [at work.] I could not fully share 
the events as it was personal information, and I did not 
want to get around to my boss or anyone” - Participant 1 
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2.3. Within Units 
in the Form of 
Organizational 
Identity   
Routine unethical behavior  
 
“These negative comments behind my coworker’s back 
continued to happen multiple times. You would think 
getting recognition for a job well done would make you 
feel good, but something felt off and not right, and I could 
not seem to move forward or pass those feelings” – 
Participant 1 
 
“He was so arrogant and condescending. I once walked 
past him, and he was talking to two junior sales people 
and heard him say ‘and that’s how you get a f---ng deal 
done,’ yet he had no selling experience himself! – 
Participant 2 
 





and dynamics go 
under the radar 
“Unless someone saw the writing on the wall” – 
Participant 5 
 
“Nobody teaches you these things growing up. We never 
learned about narcissistic behavior. I just try to figure out 





“The CEO ultimately gave the donation to the foundation 
without consultation with or approval of the BOD. When 
the BOD found out, the CEO was dressed down in a 
closed-door meeting and given a slap on the hand in the 
form of a modest cap on how much unbudgeted funding 
he could authorized. Other than calling him out on his 
misstep, he did not suffer any repercussions” – Participant 
4 
 
“[The gaslighting] was so bad that I couldn’t distinguish 
between a mental capacity issue or whether it was 
deliberate. That he can do that we a straight face was 





“The narcissist ultimately wins” – Participant 5 
 
“I already knew it was going to be bad, and I was upset to 
leave my team (which I had built) and other things I was 
proud of doing. However, I realized my self-esteem 
became too tied to what they thought of me. Now that I'm 
gone and have distance, I am able to see how bad it was” - 
Participant 6 
 
“I was successful at navigating around the CEO, but it got 
to the point where I was being super stressed out because I 
knew I was getting set up. I would tell my wife, ‘I will 
quit before I let that happen, even if I don't have a job’” – 
Participant 4 
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In explaining how a SEAM intervention would work, Conbere and Heorhiadi (2015) state 
that “[m]odern organizations tend to have many dysfunctions and this is normal, given the need 
to coordinate the people and the processes. However, the more dysfunctions, the less effective 
the organization… The other problem with the dysfunctions is that people stop seeing them” (p. 
32.) This was an important premise to keep in mind as I immersed myself into the data provided 
by participants, and how their stories began to offer uniform perspective around what narcissistic 
abuse would evidence about the workplace. The potential human cost of maintaining these 
dynamics as status quo (not yet contemplating any financial impact for the organization in this 
study) suggested the need to create healthier and more ethical workplaces that, according to the 
SEAM approach, “enter into a period of transformational change, change that involves changing 
one’s beliefs and the actions produced by these beliefs” (Conbere & Heorhiadi, 2015, p. 36.)  
Thus far, the significant findings of this study have been the recreation of workplace 
patterns that seem to relate directly with narcissistic abuse. Associated with this was the absence 
of formal support instances which caused participants to navigate their lived experiences almost 
in complete isolation. The assumed commitment by employers to provide healthy working 
environments and the capacity to devote managerial energy towards acknowledging, and further 
addressing the clear signs of abuse seem to have been the main data gap in these stories, and 
instead, difficulty was experienced in finding suitable mechanisms to report the covert abuse and 
bring justice to those affected. The perception existed that organizational entities such as human 
resources or ethics and compliance do not add value to the employee victims of narcissistic 
abuse either because of deficiencies in their own awareness around the issue as well as the 
constraints experienced regarding its procedures to report abuse. The absence of internal 
awareness, adequate people management policies, and adherence to a more specific code of 
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conduct were also prevalent and seem to contribute to an inflexibility in leadership lines to stop 
the dysfunctional dynamics, which rather propagates and rewards it. However, based on their 
own exposure to narcissistic abuse throughout their lives, participants brought a personal 
capacity to their experiences that allowed them to identify and cope effectively with the issue at 
hand. In the end, the overall clinical perspective drives consensus around the notion that the most 
effective way to deal with narcissistic abuse is to completely remove oneself from the dynamic, 
establish no-contact to extent possible, and when not possible to radically apply the first two 
strategies, set strong boundaries with the abuser like no alone calls/ emails or walking away to 
















The summary in the previous chapter only captures the general themes that are common 
to most or all of the participants, organized around a partial lens provided by the SEAM 
approach to bring about a systemic perspective affecting people in their jobs. However, 
individual variations of these data (or unique themes, Hycner, 1999) are also important to 
document in order to further evidence the phenomenon of narcissistic abuse in the workplace. 
Therefore, from the study undertaken, it also can be concluded that:  
Participants’ Emotional Triggers Played a Role 
Participants’ ability to detach themselves from the abuse and endure it for as long as they 
did have a direct dependency on their emotional health. Some of them shared additional 
information with me around their childhood histories and having grown up in narcissistic abusive 
families themselves. While they walked into adulthood equipped to take off a meaningful career, 
the internal struggle remained where their default trigger in the dynamic came from seeking to 
please the abuser at the beginning stages of the abuse cycle, sticking through the abuse in denial 
and tying their self-worth to what the organization or leaders thought of them, or dealing with 
propound fear of failure and disappointment which induced them to prove themselves to the 
abuser. In a nutshell, these are all warning signs of codependency which is common in victims of 
narcissistic abuse. Fort Behavioral Health (2020) defines a codependent relationship as “a 
dysfunctional relationship where one person is a caretaker, and the other person takes advantage” 
which turns the victim of abuse into an enabler of the abusive behavior. They also outlined 
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“people pleasing, lack of boundaries, and poor self-esteem” as the top three signs of 
codependency indicating a person may be engaged in a codependent relationship.  
Participants May Endure Narcissistic Abuse Syndrome 
Dr. Nakpangi Thomas (2020, 2021) explains that “narcissistic abuse is a form of 
trauma… and victims of narcissistic abuse have been reported to experience symptoms similar to 
post-traumatic stress syndrome” and when such victim is placed in a similar situation this “may 
trigger the victim physically and/or emotionally.” Expanding on the data findings, I will use Dr. 
Thomas’ list of lasting effects of narcissistic abuse (Table 3) to document the various symptoms 
that all participants reported out on a cumulatively scale around their different workplace 
experiences:  
Table 3. Lasting Effects of Narcissistic Abuse Applied to Study Data 
Physical symptoms 
from feeling on 
edge 
Cognitive Difficulties 
Behavioral Issues Emotional 
Problems 
Body Aches x Confusion x Withdrawal  Fear x 
Headaches  Nightmares  Antisocial acts  Guilt x 
Digestive 
Problems 
 Uncertainty x Inability to rest x Grief x 
  Hypervigilance x Intensified pacing x Panic  
  Suspiciousness x Change in social 
interactions 
x Denial x 
  Intrusive images x Loss or increase of 
appetite 
 Anxiety x 
  Poor problem 
solving 
 Hyperalert to 
environment 
 Agitation x 
  Poor abstract 
thinking 
 Increased alcohol 
consumption 
 Irritability  
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  Poor attention 
span or decision-
making skills 
 Change in 
communication 
 Depression x 
  Poor concentration 
memory 
   Intense anger x 
  Disorientation of 
time, place or 
person 
   Apprehension  
  Heightened or 
lowered alertness 
x   Emotional shock x 




   Emotional 
outbursts 
 













In addition to the above list, participants were also explicit around a compilation of 
symptoms all indicative of a traumatic experience, such as feeling:  
• “Unease” or “Unsure of what was happening” 





• “Set up” or “Used” 
• “Heart racing/ sweaty palms”  
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• “Sick to my stomach” 
• “Invalidated” 
• “Shameful” 
Participants’ Coping Ability Was Causally Related to Their Awareness of Narcissistic Abuse  
While this was a criterion to be recruited into the study, it became clear through their 
testimony that understanding the nature of narcissism and narcissistic abuse through either 
research, therapy, and education was a determining factor in their capacity to recognize the 
wrongdoing, lack of ethical behavior, and systemic dynamic they were embedded into. 
Furthermore, they were able to find closure and a sense of relief after setting free (as they 
expressed verbatim: “I’m out” and “I’m free”) from the environment and acknowledging it was 
never about them, and all about the abusive behaviors that were enabled and not addressed at the 
organizational level.  
Participants ultimately expressed their desire for the existence of formal awareness and 
education across the organization (human resources, ethics, senior leaders, and employees) to 
equip people with knowledge, language, and tools to protect themselves from narcissistic abuse, 
recognize the red flags, and have effective mechanisms in place to not tolerate abuse and create 
healthier dynamics between superiors and their subordinates. As one the participants said: 
“nobody teaches you these things.” 
Answering the Research Question 
 As I continue to expand on the discussion of findings from the data provided by 
participants, I want to take a pause and provide my thoughts as to whether these findings give 
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ground to fulfill the main purpose for this study. Thereby, I am circling back to the research 
question:  
What evidence of narcissistic abuse at the organizational system level can be found in the stories 
and experiences of individual victims? 
The definition of a system is a great place to start: “A system is a set of interrelated parts 
unified by design to achieve some purpose or goal [and] has five basic qualities” (Brown, 2011, 
p. 38) which I will use below to answer the central question of this study based on my data 
analysis: 
“The System is Designed to Accomplish an Objective.” In the case of the workplace, I 
can summarize that the data suggests the objective of narcissistic abuse is to maintain power, 
control, and status and cover up mistakes and unethical practices that can affect a culture 
illusionary success. 
“The System Has an Established Arrangement.” Organizing the data through the 
SEAM’s framework, I could find that systemic narcissistic abuse starts at the top with superiors 
who abuse power over employees, spreads across organizational layers due to weak 
institutionalized support mechanism and establishes roots within organizational units in the form 
of fear and distrust that is inflicted through seemingly routine tactics and practices.  
“The Elements of the Arrangement Are Dependent on Each Other.” The core 
systemic evidence derives from the interactions and relationships across organizational layers 
that propagate and reward narcissistic abuse through team dynamics and a cultural ideology that 
help us to understand the organization’s functioning and outcomes. 
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“The System Thrives on the Flow of Information, Energy, and Materials.” The data 
indicated that, in the case of the workplace, the narcissistic abusive behavior of the person in 
power, the enabling aspect of the people perpetuating the dynamic, and the ignored 
psychological safety needs of the victim can all be considered input that informs the systemic 
cycle. All this input is processed into the toxic workplace climate learned about through the 
participants’ experience of fear, distrust, and unethical practices which went unaddressed and 
covert instead of into actionable awareness to stop the abuse from happening. 
“Overall Objectives of The System Are More Important Than That of Individual 
Elements.” After decomposing the experience of participants into units of meaning, I am 
inclined to affirm that addressing narcissistic abuse in the workplace would compromise the 
organization’s heightened pretense around success which is paramount in the business world. It 
is important to note that this compromise comes at the expense of organizational silence (per 
participants’ testimony as well as literature review) as the root cause of the dysfunctional culture, 
which in turn becomes an intrinsic integrity gap that affects all areas of the organizational life.  
Though a larger data sample, and probably the use of mixed methods, could offer a 
broader validation and variables that can measure this phenomenon more tangibly, I conclude 
that the stories and experiences of participants in this study did provide foundational evidence 
that narcissistic abuse takes place systematically regardless of industry or type of organization. I 
will discuss implications and recommendations to further address this systemic issue in the 
following sections.  
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Implications 
When I engage either in reading articles, watching videos, or informally chatting about 
narcissism in the workplace it seems as though the primary reference at the center of this topic is 
a person in charge, a bully, who holds damaging power over others. However, as the 
participants’ stories contributed to this study, there is more to be learned and understood. Athena 
Staik, Ph.D., wrote in her article, “7 warning signs a narcissist sociopath is exploiting you” 
(2020): “Narcissism is a severe cognitive disturbance, and it is regarded as an enduring character 
disorder by the DSM; this means prognosis for recovery is zero to none. This disturbance is 
characterized by the absence of an internal value system, a set of core emotional-drives that 
universally guide the decision-making behaviors of human beings in relationships… The fact 
that a narcissist has no moral compass is what makes them a risk to others.” She continues to 
explain that narcissists prey on those who show traits such as caring, kindness, and moral 
treatment of other humans. Based on this perspective, there is a defeating sentiment that 
overtakes my reasoning when the impression I gather is a general focus on how to fix and/ or 
help the assumed narcissist as opposed  to support, validate, and give the victim a voice to share 
their experience.  
The systemic phenomenon of narcissistic abuse, let alone in the workplace, seems 
difficult to articulate, almost as if it only exists in an alternate reality in that of the victim who 
can tell the story. Instead, it appears safer to talk about a toxic environment and the need for 
empathy and purpose in the workplace to indicate a more volatile issue than what we are willing 
to risk digging into too deeply. Trivializing our understanding of “narcissism” from what we get 
in the media outlets or the natural human tendency to want attention and feel special does not 
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serve the serious, dangerous, and long-lasting traumatic effects that narcissistic abuse creates for 
victims and societies at large. As participants on this study consistently shared, it was their 
awareness, language, and educated perspective on the issue what ultimately gave them the 
strength to deal with it head on and set themselves free from it.  
Nature and Limitations of the Study 
This study was qualitative and heuristic in nature, involving a combination of methods to 
capture data from participants around the proposed research question. It involved a preliminary 
descriptive examination of the perceptions and experiences of adult participants in different types 
of organizations. The knowledge base was built iteratively aiming for a foundational 
understanding of personal insights that derive from experience.  While the study was designed to 
recruit up to twenty participants, only six of them ended up fully committed due to the timing of 
this study, and the constraints imposed by the global Covid-19 pandemic, which impacted data 
gathering activities. This small sample may not completely represent the experiences of a larger 
and more diverse group of participants in determining what factors are involved in a systemic 
experience of narcissistic abuse in the workplace. This study also excludes an intentional 
measure of the psycho-social consequences in victims of narcissistic abuse, which can result in 
long-term traumatic pathologies such as C-PTSD (complex post-traumatic stress disorder) that 
emerged as a data point in the analysis of participants’ input but were not explored as a focal 
point in this study. Lastly, this study only included a partial component of the SEAM method, 
focusing on the ethical perspective of this approach in relation to treating people with dignity in 
the workplace. The component that aims to analyze the financial impact of organizational 
dysfunctions was left out of scope for this research.  
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Recommendations for Practice and Future Research 
                As highlighted before, this study was conducted during the peak of the COVID-19 
pandemic in the US. This event forced us closer than ever to consider preventive mechanisms to 
safeguard ourselves (or at least minimize the exposure) from a deadly and uncontrollable virus. 
Our immune system became our most treasured human infrastructure to protect our body from 
the outside invader. A healthy immune system is comprised of the different organs, cells and 
proteins that work together as a radar recognizing the virus entering the body, and it produces 
antibodies that attach to the virus and signal an attack and destruction of this invader that can 
makes us ill. However, when a person is immunocompromised, the immune system’s defenses 
are low affecting its ability to fight off illnesses, reason why the protective measures for these 
individuals need to double up. So, how does this context become helpful to move forward with 
the phenomenon being studied in this dissertation?  
Throughout the composition of this research work, I proposed a lens to unveil the 
pervasiveness of narcissistic abuse in organizations that followed Savall’s frame of reference 
(1973) that equates scientific management’s ideological flaws to a “virus” contaminating the 
workplace through ideology that numb decision making, inherently affect structures and 
behaviors, and it is contagious through training, practice, and management education. 
Furthermore, this perspective provided a framework to analyze how organizational “viruses” are 
hidden, undiagnosed, and mostly untreated at the core as the focus is on the symptoms of the 
virus as supposed to the presence of the virus itself (Cristallini, 2011.) The stories of the victims 
that provided data for this study, helped me to get close to a tangible idea of this “virus” that is 
narcissistic abuse in the workplace, which made me sincerely question: are organizations’ 
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immune systems ready to fight it off? Are employees able to protect themselves and access 
appropriate measures to avoid getting “ill” and spreading it further? Are the organization entities 
responsible for the code of conduct and employee safety prepared to employ effective practices 
to maintain a healthy environment? Here is my initial attempt to generate ideas and 
recommendations that could be relatively intuitive to implement, yet can begin to address the 
issue at hand almost immediately: 
Let us envision the organization’s immune system as an “anti-narcissistic abuse” 
competency model that brings together Human Resources, Ethics and Compliance, and 
Organization Development. The combination of practices from these three disciplines can be 
particularly powerful if we consider the inherent accountabilities of each field and the span of 
influence by acting boldly as change agents across organizational layers.  
First, a solid partnership between human resources and ethics/ compliance would prepare 
these functions to fairly address presenting complaints suggesting narcissistic abuse from the 
perspective of those affected by it. This would mean enabling formal channels into both entities 
and making them available through a sensitive system that elevates the status of those reporting 
issues, hence instating credibility between these functions and the employees, and removing a 
potentially distracting reputation that exists where HR and Ethics are mainly dedicated to 
creating policies and procedures that protect the organization from a potential lawsuit. These two 
functions by nature of their legal knowledge base have the power to deploy systems and 
practices towards building a strong ethical climate that promotes higher standards and 
accountability for behavior and performance, disseminates awareness and education around the 
existence of narcissistic abuse in the workplace, provide leadership development that set 
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expectations around healthy leadership practices versus what would not be tolerated, and closely 
monitor and implement critical evaluation measures that leverage issue escalations from 
vulnerable employees as the means to uncover epicenters for this dysfunction, thereby 
dismantling it at the root. This would create a humanistic platform for victims to feel heard, 
believed, validated, and dignified for the courage to bring up their experience in favor of greater 
organizational benefit.  
In turn, OD practitioners also have the power to introduce change and support the 
organization’s transformation necessary to make narcissistic abuse a fundamental dysfunction to 
pay attention to. For one, our own code of ethics (Gellermann, Frankel, & Ladenson, 1990) hold 
our profession as socially responsible for “promoting justice and serving the well-being of all life 
on earth” as well as responsible to our clients in “serving the long-term well-being of our client 
systems and their stakeholders.” I believe these ethical responsibilities are furthermore a 
platform for offering our unique capability to “tailor change interventions and designs to operate 
effectively within the culture and identity of the organization, its strategy, and its resources” as 
well as implementing activities for “rapid collection and interpretation of appropriate data to 
understand whether innovations, interventions, or new designs are having the intended impact” 
(Worley & Mohrman, 2015, p. 6) in order to orchestrate system level approaches to addressing 
the damage narcissistic abuse creates in victims, team climate, and ultimately organizational 
performance. OD could also serve as conduit for future research that can help to formally link 
employee well-being to systematic symptoms of organizational dysfunctions (seemingly to how 
OD and DEI are intrinsically connected) parting from the established baseline evidence of 
narcissistic abuse in the workplace presented in this study, thus achieving a deeper level of 
inquiry and greater significance to understanding corporate cultures rooted in narcissism and 
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how this identity may become the root cause and disseminating source where the most common 
organizational dysfunctions (e.g., bullying) are born from. Hence, provide adequate approaches 
for cultural transformations that sustainably take an organization to the next level of human 
centeredness and psychological safety for all employees. It also seems natural, for the purposes 
of deepening the validation of this study, that a SEAM intervention is implemented in its full 
capacity. This would mean selecting an organization interested in diagnostics, analysis, and 
change strategy around narcissistic abuse, pursuing both the people and financial underpinnings 
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Conclusion 
On May 17, 2017, as I prepared to attend the first class for this doctorate program, I 
journaled about the things that interested me and how I wanted to be intentional about the highest 
level of education I decided to pursue. Amongst those notes, the following statements made the 
first paragraphs of my journaling exercise:  
“What elements from the past do I need to let go of to be able to accept my highest 
purpose in this career? I want to evolve into a “benevolent politician” and exhibit a 
mature social awareness, such as what Bolman and Deal (2003) suggested leaders do for 
effective organizations, to mobilize people and accomplish important objectives despites 
dozens of obstacles, and to keep [the organization] from descending into mediocrity 
characterized by bureaucratic infighting, parochial politics, and vicious power struggles 
(p.204.) – This is the bottom of it for me: the vicious power struggles. This feels personal 
and real, especially as the workplace to me looks like a microcosm of society at large. It 
interests me to use my knowledge and ethical compass to address damaging dynamics 
that compromise human dignity in organizations (specifically those of narcissism and 
gaslighting, bullying, and dehumanization.) But there is a struggle: I do not see myself as 
a helper more than I see myself as a driver. Thus, the work ahead is to figure out how I 
can internalize OD as a helping profession, and what leadership areas I can grow into to 
either be a conduit or a platform for the ethical competence that it takes to dignify victims 
of vicious power dynamics.” 
On June 13, 2017, I finally arrived at our first class with those ideals described above in 
mind and a huge void in my heart for where this journey would take me. Drs. Jamieson and 
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Davidson, both professors in the doctoral program as well as experienced OD scholar-
practitioners, shared this insight as our cohort began to frame the OD philosophy of practice: 
“look for as much of the system as you can see, and as much of the dynamics as you can know” 
(personal communication.) My hope for this research work is that it continues to be only the 
beginning for more digging and more truth-telling that can help to create healthier and more 
ethical, and less mediocre and abusive, workplace practices. Reinstating human dignity and 
welfare for those that have had it taken away is ultimately what moved me about the fundamental 
practice of OD, not because I am an extraordinary altruistic practitioner, but because I know it in 
my own skin what it feels like to be stripped away from your humanity, and how difficult and 
painful it is to find your voice and your way back to accepting yourself with decency.  
On June 6, 2021, as I wrote the last reflections to conclude this dissertation work, I read 
something anonymous that said, “a caterpillar can only be understood by a butterfly.” This 
simple metaphor made me think of the rich stories of the six participants who bravely put their 
experiences and voice forward to leave a blueprint on behalf of other victims who do not have a 
platform today. Each of their stories had an element of truth for me, and as they generously 
shared their journey for this body of work, I realized a profound healing happening on my end as 
well. The most important take-away of this study would be this: the human validation that comes 
from being seen, heard, and advocated for is the highest purpose of them all as leaders of 
organizations and practitioners in helping professions.  The courage of the victims of narcissistic 
abuse in the workplace needs to become a force multiplier and an inspiration for those who have 
the institutional power to change things and create meaningful infrastructures for safety, morals, 
and ethics in organizations.  
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Appendix One: IRB Approved Informed Consent Form (ICF) 
 
 
Please read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the 
study.  
You are invited to participate in a research study about understanding how narcissistic abuse 
might be experienced in the workplace. The title of this study is: A hidden virus: looking for 
evidence of narcissistic abuse in the workplace. You were selected as a possible participant and 
are eligible to participate in the study because you are a corporate employee with at least one 
year in your current organization and can provide valuable first-hand information related to the 
research topic. I will be using a research method defined as "Phenomenology" which aims to 
bring voice to the issue of study through shared stories that give testimony to past events and 
experiences. The following information is provided to help you make an informed decision 
whether you would like to participate or not.  
 
 
Research Participation Key Information 
A Hidden Virus: Looking for Evidence of Narcissistic Abuse in the Workplace 
Participating in this study has risks:  
In order to collect qualitative data from participants, 
they need to report on "lived experiences" related to 
the phenomenon in study. This means participants 
will revisit moments in their recent past that can 
describe the phenomenon from their perception 
which can trigger distressful emotional responses to 
the specific event, or toward coping mechanisms 
learned in the past from surviving similar 
experiences. 
 
Participants are expected to share lived experiences 
which will describe specific/ real life situations and 
actors in relation to the studied phenomenon, which 
may reveal a sub-set of the participant's workplace 
dynamics.   
 
What you will be asked to do:  
We ask participants to share personal 
experiences related to the phenomenon 
being studied.  
The time commitment is about 4-6 hours in 
a 45-day timeframe and the study will take 
place virtually using online tools for 
communication and gather participant data.  
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What will you be asked to do?  
If you agree to participate in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:   
The data collection process will occur in two phases: 
1) A journaling exercise: I will ask you to journal about your experiences. This is meant 
to help you capture your experience with the phenomenon at your own pace, within a 45-
day timeframe. This should take no more than 20 mins per journaling time and I will be 
looking for four journal attempts.  
2) A follow-up interview: After the journals have been submitted, and through the data 
analysis phase, I will schedule around 30 minutes to meet with you online via virtual 
technology. This is very informal and will help me to confirm I am documenting your 
story accurately and without researcher's bias.  
 
What are the risks of being in the study?  
The study has risks:  
• Possible emotional distress/ Recalling traumatic or distressing events: In order to collect 
qualitative data from participants, they need to report on "lived experiences" related to the 
phenomenon in study. This means participants will revisit moments in their recent past that can 
describe the phenomenon from their perception which can trigger distressful emotional responses 
to the specific event, or toward coping mechanisms learned in the past from surviving similar 
experiences. 
• Probing for personal or sensitive information in surveys or interviews: Participants are expected 
to share lived experiences which will describe specific/ real life situations and actors in relation 
to the studied phenomenon, which may reveal a sub-set of the participant's workplace dynamics.   
In the event that this research activity results in a strong emotional/ distressful response, 
mitigating recommendations to seek psychological counsel will be available. The University of 
St. Thomas is not able to offer financial compensation nor absorb the costs of medical treatment 
should you be emotionally distressed as a result of participating in this research.  
 
Here is more information about why we are doing this study:  
This study is being conducted by Lindsay Ruiz, Doctoral Candidate at University of St. Thomas 
– Opus Business College, under the academic advisory of Dr. David Jamieson, Ph.D. This study 
was reviewed for risks and approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of St. 
Thomas.  
The purpose of this study is to learn more about these evident realities of narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace, their circumstances, experiences, and the social implications of its dynamics. 
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Furthermore, it will elaborate meaningful research that 1) studies further the pervasiveness of 
narcissism at the organizational system level; 2) uses dysfunctional events as the indicators of 
symptoms leading to a root cause; and 3) leverages the stories and experiences of victims who 
have first-hand overcome the effects of narcissistic dysfunctions.   
The focus will be on selected adult professionals who perform in corporate environments. Their 
perceptions can provide meaningful understating to the degree of opportunity they ascribe to 
their ability in recognizing events that could indicate narcissistic abuse at work. Based on the 
known statistics, it can be pertinent to anticipate that people with undiagnosed narcissistic 
personality disorder (NPD) are also affecting those with whom they work.  
There are no direct benefits for participating in this study. 
 
We believe your privacy and confidentiality is important. Here is how we will 
protect your personal information:  
Your privacy will be protected while you participate in this study per the below guidelines: 
• Participant information will be coded so identification is unreasonable, by using numbers 
or random codes.  
• Explicit remarks will be made in the final report that the coded information act as 
replacement of real identifiers by using numbers or random codes with the purpose of 
protecting participants privacy. 
• Emails and phone numbers needed for communications between researcher and 
participants will not be disclosed at any point in the study. 
• Video recordings will only be used to transcribe data from interviews and destroyed 
afterwards. A back up, an external device such as an iPhone will be used to record data 
from video interviews. These back-up data will also be deleted once transcriptions are 
complete. 
 
The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any reports I publish, I will not include 
information that will make it possible to identify you.  The types of records I will create include: 
• Journal entries with participant data will be collected via secured survey using University 
of St. Thomas’ online tool: Qualtrics.  
• Interview recordings will be retrieved from online telecommunications such ZOOM and 
saved in the researcher’s OneDrive account enabled through UST. Video/ voice 
recordings will be destroyed once data in transferred to transcribed documentation.  
• Transcripts, master lists of information, and computer records, will be saved in the 
researcher’s OneDrive account enabled through UST   
• All data collected in its raw form per the above will only accessed by the researcher. 
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We will keep information about you for future research about narcissistic abuse in the 
workplace. We will only use aggregate information and will not use any identifiers in future 
research. There is no limit to the length of time we will store de-identified information, but if you 
choose to withdraw from the study your information will not be stored for future use.     
All signed consent forms will be kept for a minimum of three years once the study is completed. 
Institutional Review Board officials at the University of St. Thomas have the right to inspect all 
research records for researcher compliance purposes.  
 
This study is voluntary, and you have the right to withdraw from the research 
with no penalties of any kind.  
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether to participate or not 
will not affect your current or future relations with the researcher and advisors from University 
of St. Thomas. There are no penalties or consequences if you choose not to participate. If you 
decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty. Should you decide to 
withdraw, data collected about you will be destroyed unless it is already de-identified or 
published and I can no longer delete your data. You can withdraw by simply notifying the 
researcher vis email or phone call.  You are also free to skip any questions I may ask, though we 
encourage you use the journal exercise questions on phase one as the means to provide usable 
data related the topic of study. 
Who you should contact if you have a question:  
My name is Lindsay Ruiz. You may ask any questions you have now and at any time during or 
after the research procedures. If you have questions before or after we meet, you may contact me 
at (919) 235-8511 or via email at: ruiz9084@stthomas.edu. You may also contact my 
dissertation chair, Dr. David Jamieson at (612) 757-3373 or via email at 
jami1396@stthomas.edu. Information about study participant rights is available online at 
https://www.stthomas.edu/irb/policiesandprocedures/forstudyparticipants/. You may also contact 
Sarah Muenster-Blakley with the University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board at 651-
962-6035 or muen0526@stthomas.edu with any questions or concerns (reference project number 
IRBNet 1612030-1). 
 
STATEMENT OF CONSENT: 
I have had a conversation with the researcher about this study and have read the above 
information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction and I consent to participate in 
the study. I am at least 18 years of age. I give permission to be audio recorded during this study.   
 
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records. 
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Appendix Two: Email Invitation to Participate 
 
Re: Invitation to participate | Doctoral Dissertation “A hidden virus: looking for evidence 
of narcissistic abuse in the workplace” 
Dear Participant, 
  
To fulfill my doctoral requirements with University of Thomas, I will be conducting a data 
collection activity as part of a research study to increase our understanding of how narcissistic 
abuse might be experienced in the workplace. As a corporate employee with at least one year in 
your current organization, and someone familiar with narcissism and narcissistic abuse, you are 
in an ideal position to give us valuable first hand information from your own perspective.  
 
I will be using a research method defined as "Phenomenology" which aims to bring voice to the 
issue of study through shared stories that give testimony to past events and experiences. These 
stories are only used for research purposes. Simply put your story, thoughts and perceptions as it 
relates to the phenomenon being researched will help the study to document evidence of 
narcissistic abuse occurring in the workplace.  
 
Please find below a few details that can help informed your desire to participate: 
 
KEY DEADLINES:  
Jul. 31, 2020 - Participant Confirmation/ Informed Consent (ICF) Signed. ICF is attached for 
your early review.  
  
Aug. 01 - Sep. 15, 2020 - Phase 1, Data Collection  
This consists of a self-paced journaling exercise to capture your experience with the 
phenomenon in study. Journal guidance and tools will be provided and you will have a 45-day 
timeframe to return four (4) journal completions. This should take no more than 20 mins per 
journaling time. 
 
Sep. 30 - Oct. 15, 2020 - Phase 2, Data Collection  
This consists of a follow-up live interview after the journals have been submitted. I will schedule 
30 minutes with you via virtual technology. This is very informal and will help me to confirm I 
am documenting your story accurately and without researcher's bias. 
 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY:   
Your responses to the data collection effort will be kept completely confidential and the reports 
in my dissertation will not expose the raw input you will provide, leaving the open engagement 
to only you and I. To further clarify, each data input will be assigned a number code to help 
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There is no compensation for participating in this study. However, your participation will be a 
valuable addition to our research and findings could lead to greater public understanding of 
narcissism in the workplace that lead to abuse, expanding the fields of leadership, organization 
development, and human resources. 
  
To learn more, I am happy to schedule a private informational session that can help you make 
your decision to participate. Please suggest a day and time that suits you and I'll do my best to be 
available. 
  
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask and please kindly reply this email with 
either your desire to know more or decline this invitation before the above-described deadline of 
July 31, 2020. 
  
Thank you so much in advance for your support! 
 
 
Lindsay Ruiz  
Ed.D. Doctoral Candidate  
Organization Development and Change 
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Appendix Three: Welcome Email to Participants 
 




First, I want to thank you for your interest in being a part of my dissertation research. This is a 
very important journey, and your contribution is invaluable beyond anything I can express.  
  
Per the invitation email, we are entering week 1 of the data collection phase. I would like to kick 
off with a few items. Please read below and let me know if you want us to schedule 1:1 time to 
get you comfortable with the next steps: 
  
1) Here's a reminder of our process timelines:  
  
Aug. 01 - Sep. 15, 2020 - Phase 1, Data Collection  
This consists of a self-paced journaling exercise to capture your experience with the phenomenon 
in study. Journal guidance and tools will be provided and you will have a 45-day timeframe to 
return four (4) journal completions. This should take no more than 20 mins per journaling time. 
  
Sep. 30 - Oct. 15, 2020 - Phase 2, Data Collection  
This consists of a follow-up live interview after the journals have been submitted. I will schedule 
30 minutes with you via virtual technology. This is very informal and will help me to confirm I 
am documenting your story accurately and without researcher's bias. 
  
2) Please read this blog article 8 Signs You Are Suffering from Narcissistic Abuse by Melanie 
Tonia Evans which relates in a very linear way to the signs of being entrenched in these kinds of 
dynamics. I recommend you keep a personal notebook, and as you read, please capture side notes 
on triggering memories of familiar encounters applicable to your workplace. Your side notes do 
not need to be perfect, and they are for you to keep. This will simply help you to become more 
aware of your experience and guide you into the incubated steps towards data gathering for this 
study. You can refer back to the article any time you need to.  
  
3) Starting this week, please begin to pay closer attention to your interactions at work - e.g. when 
you attend team meetings, hold 1:1 sessions with managers or peers, project-related discussions 
with stakeholders - and on your side notebook capture highlights when/ if you or someone 
around you seems to be on the recipient end of the narcissistic treatment.  
  
4) By EOD Aug. 14, 2020, please complete the following online 
journal: https://stthomas.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_egiJUHDdI1BYvf7. This online tool is 
fully secured and your answers will remain confidential at all times. 
  
5) As presented in the ICF, this process may trigger emotional responses in you. Please know 
this is normal and as much as you are able, please write them down in your personal notebook. 
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It'll serve both as a venting mechanism but also to contribute integral data related to your 
personal experience. 
 
Lastly, I am always here for you for extra guidance. Please simply send me an email requesting 
time 1:1 as soon as you become stuck with this process. I have created a 45-day timeframe for 
this first phase to submit your four journal entries. This means, you'll be able to manage your 
time and skip a week or two if needed.  
 






Lindsay Ruiz  
Ed.D. Doctoral Candidate  
Organization Development and Change 
Opus College of Business 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
